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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the area of link adaptation for multi-carrier code division 
multiple access (MC-CDMA) radio interface. The overall aim is to develop a 
comprehensive link adaptation strategy that is practically realizable, robust to radio 
environment and jointly adapts the rate and power over tempro-spectral domain. This 
study takes into account the multiple access interference (MAI) limited nature of MC- 
CDMA and assumes error free channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. 
Firstly, each carrier power control (ECPQ has been known to be the most effective 
way of transmit-power-control (TPQ over the temporal domain in MC-DS-CDMA. 
ECPC performed power control over each sub-carrier independently. However, for 
MC-CDMA the signalling bandwidth requirement (SBR) of ECPC raises upto an 
impractical value of 80%. Therefore, a band based power control (BBPQ concept has 
been introduced that controls power over bands of sub-carriers such that each band has 
bandwidth smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. This approach is 
shown to perform very close to ECPC while using a considerably less signalling 
bandwidth of 2.5% in a typical radio channel. 
Secondly, Water-filling like, carrier-based frequency domain power allocation (CBPA) 
schemes are found to cause excessive MAI in MC-CDMA, hence failing with higher 
system loading. Therefore, a band based frequency domain power allocation 
(BBFDPA) scheme has been proposed that has ultimately led to an adaptive band 
based multicarrier CDMA (BB-MC-CDMA) air-interface. Adaptive BB-MC-CDMA 
asks for intelligent reduction in spreading factor according to the delay spread of the 
radio channel. BBFDPA has been shown to outperform other published CBPA 
schemes while nearly maintaining the single user BER performance for up to 62% of 
system load. 
Finally, rate adaptation has been known to be very tricky in MC-CDMA due to 
frequency spreading. Therefore, using BB-MC-CDMA concept, a near-optimum 
iterative algorithm for joint rate and power allocation over time and frequency 
(JRPATF) has been proposed. JRPATF minimizes the transmission power for a 
constant QoS requirement. Moreover, it eliminates the essential requirement of 
orthogonality restoring combining (ORC) as imposed by equivalent carrier concept 
(ECC), which is a known method for adaptive modulation in MC-CDMA. 
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Introduction 
Wireless communications is an emerging field, which has seen enormous growth over 
the last decade or so. The huge uptake of mobile phone technology, Wireless Local 
Area Networks (WLAN) and the exponential growth of the Internet, have resulted in 
an increased demand for new methods of obtaining high capacity in wireless systems. 
As an evolutional form of mobile phone systems, second generation (2G) mobile 
cellular technologies such as GSM and IS-95 [1] could cope only with demand for 
voice communication and low-data rate services, however, they largely proved 
inadequate for high speed multimedia applications. Consequently, 3G (IMT-2000) 
systems [2] were introduced back in 2002 [3], which aim to support a wide range of 
multimedia services from voice to high-speed data with rates up to 2 Mbps. Recently, 
these data rates are further complemented by High Data Rate (HDR) [4], High Speed 
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) [5]extensions to 3G, which promise up to 3.1 
Mbps and 14AMbps downlink throughput respectively. 
This never-ending quest for high-data rate and new services has lead the researchers to 
investigate new technologies under the flagship of 4G [6,7]. Apart from other 
ingredients like innovations in network architecture, spectrum allocation and its 
efficient utilization; the success of next generation (4G) mobile communication 
systems strongly depends on the choice of new high performance and robust physical 
layer and an efficient multiple access technology [8]. To this end, 1) the success of 
CDMA in 3G/2G cellular systems and Wireless Local Loop (WLL), 2) the acceptance 
of OFDM in digital audio/video broadcasting (DAB/DVB) and different WLAN 
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standards, and finally, their complementary characteristics like robustness against 
interference and support for high data rates respectively, inspired many researchers to 
consider their hybridization, where they can simultaneously harness advantages of 
both systems. Many such hybrids have been proposed [9-12], which are usually 
categorised as Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum (MC-SS) systems in literature. Out of 
many variants of MC-SS systems, MC-CDMA has emerged as a potential candidate 
for the 4G radio interface. It spreads the signal over frequency to exploit the frequency 
diversity of multi-path radio channel and lends a multiple access technology. After 
spreading, it employs OFDM as multi-carrier modulator to suppress ISI and hence 
eliminate the need for any sophisticated channel equalization, which greatly simplifies 
receiver architecture. Linartz [9] and Fazal [10] are known to be the first to present this 
combination, however, Kondo [II] and Chouly [ 12] also independently published their 
own findings on this. 
The radio channel is usually characterized by high variability. In terrestrial systems 
this variability is mainly due to multi-path propagation, mobility of receiving terminals 
and interference from other users. Diversity and link adaptation are two basic 
techniques used to achieve the channel capacity in such time varying radio channels. 
Diversity techniques generally require no CSI at the transmitting end. They 
intelligently exploit the channel variations or interference levels over time, frequency 
and/or space by resolving several fully or partially de-correlated signals. However, the 
diversity based transmission schemes require a fixed link margin to maintain 
acceptable performance over whole transmission time. Hence they are required to be 
designed for worst-case channel conditions which can result in inefficient utilization of 
the channel. This worst-case system design requirement of diversity schemes becomes 
a bottle neck to realise a high performance physical layer, as envisioned for 4G 
systems. 
On the other hand, if CSI is known at transmitting end, link adaptation has been shown 
to achieve the channel capacity. In response to time-varying link conditions, link 
adaptation schemes adaptively changes the transmission parameters such as 
transmission power [13], symbol rate [14], constellation size [15,16], coding rate 
and/or coding scheme [17] and any combination of them [18,19]. This adaptation of 
transmission parameters has been shown to increase system performance, which can be 
-2- 
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translated to any metric of interest, like increase in average throughput, reduction in 
required transmit power, minimization of average probability of bit error, etc. 
1.1 Previous Work 
Adaptive transmission was initially investigated in the late sixties and early seventies 
[13,14]. However, the interest proved to be short-lived. It was probably, due to 
hardware constraints, lack of good channel estimation techniques or might be due the 
reason that point-to-point radio links, without any CSI feedback to transmitters, were 
the main focus at that time. Anyhow, with the evolution of technology, link adaptation 
has gained a revived interest [15,17,19-23]. As a result, many wireless systems, 
including both GSM and CDMA cellular systems as well as wireless LANs, are using 
or planning to use adaptive transmission techniques [24-26]. In an attempt to unfold 
the problem and to identify prospects for any further contribution to the area, relevant 
efforts made by other contemporaries in the area are briefly summarized in the 
following paragraphs. However, more involved review and discussions are deferred to 
the following chapters. 
In narrowband communication systems employing FDMA or TDMA type of multiple 
access, the adaptation of transmission power has been identified as an effective way of 
controlling the co-channel interference and a counter measure to the fast fading [13]. 
Whereas, in wideband code division multiple access systems (W-CDMA) employing 
correlation based receivers, it has got an additional role to play; the near-far effect 
suppression [27-3 1 ]. SIR balancing type [32,33] of Transmit Power Control (TPC) has 
been identified as suitable for this purpose, which actually asks for channel inversion 
[27] for delay constrained services. However, for delay tolerant services the truncated 
channel inversion has been found optimal [34-36]. 
MC-SS systems, being an offspring of CDMA and OFDM, inherit the TPC problem 
from CDMA along with many good traits of their parent systems. The authors in 
[37,38] have established requirements for SIR balancing type of TPC in MC-CDMA. 
Whereas, Jarot [39] and Sigit et al. [40] have advocated an Each Carrier Power Control 
(ECPC) concept for effective control over transmission power in MC-DS-CDMA 
systems. ECPC asks for controlling power independently over each sub-carrier as they 
-3- 
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may undergo independent fading owing to large delay spreads in outdoor radio 
channels. 
In single carrier adaptive systems, adaptation is limited only to the temporal variation 
of the channel. In multi-carrier systems, it can also track the spectral variations of 
channel caused by the delay spread. Therefore, multi-carrier adaptive systems have got 
an extra dimension of spectral domain to exploit. The problem of frequency domain 
power allocation has been exhaustively studied [41-48] for multi-carrier systems like 
OFDM or OFDMA. The optimal solution came out to be water-filling [41] over 
frequency, when throughput is maximized for constant QoS target in single user 
OFDM and slightly different when minimization of BER for given power budget is 
targeted [42]. However, in OFDMA system, the multi-user and spectral diversity are 
jointly exploited through frequency domain power allocation [43-48], so an optimal 
solution becomes extremely complex. Nevertheless a further improvement is observed 
as compared to single user OFDM systems. 
In MC-SS systems, unlike OFDMA systems, the multiple access is accomplished in 
the code domain, where every user can use the whole bandwidth all the time. 
Therefore, the exploitation of multi-user diversity has hardly been the subject of 
research into link adaptation for MC-SS systems. The main focus has been the 
exploitation of spectral or tempro-spectral variations of channel using single user link 
adaptation techniques. 
In [49], Yu has tried to minimize the BER in MC-CDMA with constant instantaneous 
transmission power by adapting the power over spectral domain. The authors proposed 
a modified Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) technique called controlled MRC, 
which cuts-off the deep fading sub-carriers and equally distributes the total 
transmission power among remaining ones. This approach, however, results in outage 
when channel gains for all sub-carriers are below the threshold level; a situation 
acceptable only to delay tolerant traffic. Furthermore, the adaptation gain diminishes 
with increase in system loading where Multiple Access Interference (MAI) dominates. 
Z. Jianrning et al [50] identified this outage problem with controlled MRC and 
successfully resolved it. They have shown that a joint tempro-spectral adaptation, by 
allowing instantaneous transmission power to vary ( subject to a statistical average 
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power limit ) not only resolves the outage issue associated with [49] but also 
outperforms it. Their optimal power allocation strategy turned out to be maximum 
eigenvalue eigenvector of modified projection matrix orthogonal to the interference 
signal subspace. Though authors have formulated problems considering the MAI issue 
which were ignored in [49], they made a major simplification. They assumed that the 
number of active users is much less than the total number of available sub-carriers, 
which effectively renders MAI--O. Therefore, again the solution is effectively optimal 
under fractional system loading only. 
Lee [5 1] et al, have followed the suit and concluded that joint time-frequency domain 
power allocation outperforms the time only or frequency only power allocation. 
However, they have proposed to equally distribute the transmission power over N' (I :! ý 
N' -< N) strongest sub-carriers only. Using simulation, they also found that there exists 
an optimal N' that minimizes the average BER. This solution also suffers from MAI as 
highlighted above. 
Extending the problem of link adaptation further and assuming more degrees of 
freedom, Seong, Jiho, keller et al. [52-55] demonstrated the effectiveness of joint 
adaptation of rate and power over time and frequency as compared to time or 
frequency alone. In [52], authors have observed that in multicarrier systems two 
dimensional adaptation is particularly useful when degrees of freedom are limited 
along one of the dimensions (time or frequency), which is usually the case in practical 
systems. Therefore, attempts were made for two dimensional rate and power allocation 
in MC-CDMA as well, as explained below. 
However, the underlying frequency domain spreading in MC-CDMA renders the rate 
adaptation in MC-CDMA a bit tricky. Unlike other multi-carrier systems (OFDM or 
MC-DS-CDMA) it prohibits the rate adaptation on per sub-carrier basis. To solve this 
problem, an Equivalent Carrier Concept (ECC) has been floated by [56]. Where, a 
band of sub-carriers, consisting of contiguous sub-carriers bearing the chips from the 
same information symbol, forms an equivalent sub-carrier. Based on ECC, the authors 
have proposed an OFDM based bit loading and power allocation algorithm. However, 
they have observed a loss in adaptation gain with increase in channel delay spread. 
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Authors of [57] have advocated the same ECC concept but with a slightly different 
definition. Their Equivalent Carrier consists of non-contiguous sub-carriers. However, 
to work around the issue of loss in orthogonality, as observed above they propose to 
use Orthogonality Restoring Combining (ORC) at the receiver. But, ORC being a 
channel inversion technique is notorious for its noise enhancing characteristics 
especially for sub-carrier with low SNR. 
1.2 Problem Definition 
From the literature review presented above, one can readily conclude that a significant 
amount of research effort has been put into link adaptation studies for 1) simple multi- 
carrier systems like OFDMA, where MAI is not an issue, or 2) MC-DS-CDMA 
system, where MAI is not affected by the frequency selectivity of channel, as every 
information symbol is spread along time and all chips from one symbol modulate the 
same sub-carrier. Optimal strategies have been published and link adaptation appears 
to be a mature field for these systems. However, it is not the case when it comes to link 
adaptation in MC-CDMA. Although quite a few insightful efforts have been published, 
MC-CDMA is without any practically realizable and comprehensive link adaptation 
solution, due to the following reasons: 
1. Although, requirement for TPC over time domain has been established [37,38] 
for MC-CDMA and ECPC [39,40] concept, which asks for power control 
based on each carrier basis has been introduced as an effective means of TPC 
in MC-DS-CDMA. But ECPC concept is not spectrally efficient, as its SBR 
becomes prohibitively high in MC-CDMA. Hence it cannot be extended to 
MC-CDMA environment. 
2. The majority of authors have exploited the code division multiple access 
characteristic of MC-CDMA, while performing FDPA. Therefore, they have 
tried to extend carrier based Water-filling type of single user power allocation 
(CBPA) solutions to MC-CDMA. However, while doing so, they have either 
completely neglected the MAI issue associated with MC-CDMA or have 
oversimplified the problem by considering a situation where MAI can safely be 
neglected. For example [50], where the number of simultaneously active users 
is assumed to be very small as compared to the total number of sub-carriers. 
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This fact marginalizes usefulness of such algorithms to fractional system 
loading conditions only and renders them invalid at higher system loads. 
3. A diminishing adaptation gain has been observed in [56] with increase in the 
delay spread of radio channel. This calls for improved robustness of adaptation 
techniques in MC-CDMA towards the channel scattering characteristics, as the 
mobile receiver may encounter variety of radio conditions where channel delay 
spread varies appreciably, like indoors, outdoors, urban and rural etc. 
4. Due to spreading over frequency in MC-CDMA, rate adaption has been found 
bit tricky. Though, ECC advocated in [57] apparently solves the problem, but 
at the cost of an essential requirement for ORC, which is notorious for its noise 
enhancement features. 
Therefore, the problem of rate adaptation and power allocation in MC-CDMA needs to 
be further addressed. 
1.2.1 Objectives 
In this thesis, we study the problem of link adaptation in MC-CDMA system, with an 
overall aim of. developing a comprehensive link adaptation strategy, which is 
practically realizable, robust to radio environment and jointly adapts the rate and 
power over tempro-spectral domain by taking into account the AIMI limited nature of 
MC-CDAIL4. Accordingly, the specific objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. To develop a time domain power allocation algorithm that performs closer to 
ECPC, but with practically feasible SBR. 
2. To develop a frequency domain power allocation algorithm taking into account 
the MAI limited nature of MC-CDMA. 
3. To investigate the underlying dependence of frequency domain power 
allocation over the delay spread of channel. And eventually, to come up with a 
frequency domain power allocation strategy that is robust to radio propagation 
environment. 
4. To come up with a joint rate and power adaptation strategy that can eliminate 
the requirement for ORC as imposed by ECC. 
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1.2.2 Scope of Thesis 
This study relies upon the simulation results complemented by the theoretical 
formulations. Relevant references and comparisons are drawn to peer-reviewed 
literature, wherever deemed necessary. For simulation purposes, we developed an MC- 
CDMA link layer simulator, which will be referred as MCLinkSim in the sequel. The 
mathematical model for the simulator is given in section 2.4 and the system 
specification for the simulator is adopted from MATRICE [58,59], an IST-EC project. 
The simulator is mainly developed in Simulink. However, more involved and 
comPutationally extensive blocks were developed in C/C++ using S-function interface 
of Simulink. Finally, the following simplifications are assumed in this study, unless 
specified otherwise: 
1. An ideal frequency domain CSI is made available at the transmitter, which is 
obtained through Fourier Transform of instantaneous channel impulse response. 
However, the effect of channel estimation error has been studied in [20]. 
2. Delay of only one OFDM symbol is assumed in computation of CSI at the receiver 
and its availability at the transmitter, which is necessary to maintain the causality. 
Whereas, the effects of feedback delay has been studied in [20,60]. 
3. Perfect synchronization (time as well as frequency) is assumed between base 
station and the mobile terminals. The effects of asynchronicity in time and 
frequency have been subject of research in [61,62] and [63] respectively. 
4. Only fast fading is considered as slow fading is generally covered at system level. 
5. Delay sensitive services are targeted, while formulating the optimization criteria. 
This choice is further elaborated and justified in section 3.2 
6. The main focus of this thesis is limited to adaptation of rate and power. It does not 
study the adaptation of coding rate or coding scheme due to time limitations, 
though the associated gains are acknowledged as observed in [ 19,64]. 
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1.3 Major Contributions 
A brief account of major contributions from this thesis is given below: 
m Investigation (section 2.5) of effects on performance of non-adaptive MC-CDMA 
systems caused by 1) frequency domain interleaving, 2) different combining 
techniques and 3) coherence bandwidth of radio channel. 
m Development (section 3.6.2) of a non-coherent SIR estimator for MC-CDMA and 
its validation against theoretically expected ideal SIR estimates for different 
combining techniques. 
n Identification (section 3.6.2) of sensitivity of non-coherent SIR estimator to the 
mobile speed as well as to the combining techniques in MC-CDMA. This 
sensitivity could be vital, especially when such non-coherent SIR estimator is used 
to provide CSI for link adaptation purpose. 
m Proposal ("section 4.4) for a novel, Band Based Power Control (BBPC) concept and 
its validation as an effective mechanism for time domain power allocation in MC- 
CDMA. BBPC exploits the correlated fading over subcarriers lying within the 
coherence bandwidth of channel. It uses only one power control command over the 
whole band of such sub-carriers to save signalling bandwidth. BBPC is shown to 
perform very close to ECPC, but with an SBR of KmC (spreading factor) times less 
than that of ECPC. 
N Investigation (section 4.5) of effects on BBPC performance caused by SIR 
estimation error, different combining techniques, change in scattering environment 
and the mobile speed. 
m Identification (section 5.3) of the underlying reason for loss in adaptation gain in 
MC-CDMA with increase in channel delay spread as observed by [56]. This came 
out to be the dependence of MAI on channel coherence bandwidth. 
EA novel proposal (section 5.4) for a Band Based Frequency Domain Power 
Allocation (BBFDPA) framework. BBFDPA not only performs FDPA but also 
leads to an adaptive Band Based Multicarrier CDMA (BB-MC-CDMA) air- 
interface, which preserves multiuser orthogonality by intelligently reducing the 
spreading factor according to the delay spread of radio channel. In this way, 
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BBFDPA overcomes the limitations faced by CBPA schemes. BBFDPA is shown 
(section 5.5) to outperform CBPA techniques through a series of simulations, 
where it is found to maintain a single user performance up to 62% of full system 
load. 
n Answer (section 5.5.1) an enthusiastically debated question when it comes to link 
adaptation; which one of MC-CDMA and OFDMA should be a preferred choice 
given that CSI is known at the transmitter? 
0 Proposal (section 6.4) for a near-optimum iterative algorithm for joint rate and 
power allocation over time and frequency (JRPATF) using BB-MC-CDMA 
concept. JRPATF minimizes the transmission power against a constant QoS 
requirement. Moreover, it eliminates the essential requirement of ORC and gives a 
further improvement of 2dB as compared to BBFDPA. 
The outcomes of this study have been disseminated in form of following publications: 
w Asif Hamid, Reza Hoshyar, and Rahim Tafazoli, "Band Based Dynamic Link 
Adaptation for MC-CDMA over Tempo-Spectral Domain, " IET Communication, 
under review 
m A. Hamid, R. Hoshyar, and R. Tafazoli, "Adaptive Modulation for MC-CDMA, " 
submitted to 6 th IBCAST, 2008 
o Asif Hamid, Reza Hoshyar, and Rahim Tafazoli, "Band Based Dynamic Link 
Adaptation for MC-CDMA Radio Interface, " IEEE 64 th Vehicular Technology 
Conference, 2006/Fall 
m Asif Hamid, R. Hoshyar, and R. Tafazolli, "Band based power control (BBPQ for 
MC-CDMA radio interface, " IEEE 60th Vehicular Technology Conference, vol. 1, 
2004/Fall, pp. 404-408 
Asif Hamid, "Effects of SIR Estimation Errors on BBPC performance, " Internal 
Report, May 2005 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
In accordance with goals set in section 1.2.1, we have organised this thesis as follows: 
chapter 2, draws an overall picture of MC-CDMA. It introduces its constituent 
systems; CDMA and OFDM. It also tries to grasp the underlying requirement for 
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Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum (MC-SS) systems in order to actualize a high 
performance physical layer suitable for 4G. The relevant terminology necessary to 
characterise a multipath radio channel is also introduced in this chapter. Furthermore, 
this chapter develops and validates simulation models for different sub-systems of 
MCLinkSim, like transmitter, receiver, radio channel, frequency-inter-leaver, 
equalization and combining techniques. Towards the end, it Provides a set of 
preliminary results for non-adaptive MC-CDMA, which serves as baseline reference 
for appreciation of link adaptation gains in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 3 lays the ground for studying link adaptation in MC-CDMA. This chapter 
introduces potential gains of link adaptation in general, for two major service classes 
(delay sensitive and delay tolerant services) envisioned for 4G systems. It also 
identifies different available degrees of freedom in multi-carrier systems for link 
adaptation purposes. This chapter actually defines the scope of the whole thesis in a 
broader sense and divides the whole course of the study into three major phases. Each 
of these phases, has been a focus of later chapters 4-6, one by one. CSI being an 
essential ingredient of any link adaptation scheme has also been a subject of study in 
this chapter. SIR is identified as a suitable form of CSI for MC-CDMA and a number 
of well known SIR estimation techniques are reviewed. Towards the end a non- 
coherent technique for SIR estimation in MC-CDMA is developed and its performance 
is compared against theoretically expected ideal SIR estimates using different 
combining techniques. 
Chapter 4 investigates the power allocation over time domain. Towards this end, a 
literature survey in this field is conducted, which finds ECPC an effective means of 
power control in MC-DS-CDMA. However, the signalling overhead associated with 
the transmission of power control commands in ECPC proves prohibitively high for 
MC-CDMA. Consequently, BBPC is introduced as an alternative. The rest of the 
chapter is devoted to study the BBPC performance in comparison with ECPC. 
However, towards the end of the chapter, sensitivity of average and instantaneous 
performances of BBPC to different parameters is also studied. These parameters 
include coherence time and coherence bandwidth of channel, combining techniques 
and SIR estimation errors. 
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Chapter 5 concentrates on the frequency domain power allocation (FDPA). It starts 
with an exhaustive survey of the relevant literature. It observes a major common issue 
with FDPA techniques published for MC-CDMA so far, which marginalizes their 
usefulness to partially loaded system conditions only. Then this chapter proposes a 
BBFDPA framework, which not only alleviates the above mentioned issue but also 
lead to the convenient framework of BB-MC-CDMA for frequency domain power 
allocation purpose. The rest of the chapter formulates BBFDPA problem under 
constraints of 1) unit transmit power along time, 2) fixed and equal bandwidth 
requirement of individual users and 3) no rate adaptation along frequency and solves it 
for delay sensitive services. Towards the end we study the performance of BBFDPA in 
different scattering environment and loading conditions. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the joint adaptation of rate and power over time as well as 
frequency and proposes JRPATF based on BB-MC-CDMA architecture. BB-MC- 
CDMA eventually eliminates the essential requirement of ORC as required by ECC. 
This chapter formulates the problem mathematically by relaxing the all three 
constraints assumed in chapter 5 and solves it by minimizing the transmitter power 
under a constraint of fixed QoS requirement. Towards its end this chapter conducts 
some simulations employing the JRPATF and demonstrates its superiority over 
BBFDPA presented in last chapter. 
Finally, the chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising the major findings of this 
study. It identifies the implications of this study and some potential areas for further 
research. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Recent advances in multimedia mobile communications have sparked much research 
in techniques that can deliver very high data rates. The success of spread spectrum 
techniques for second generation (IS-95) and third generation (UMTS) cellular 
systems and widespread acceptance of OFDM for digital broadcasting and wireless 
LANs, motivated many researchers to investigate their combination, in order to meet 
the high data rate requirements of the 4G mobile systems. Many such combinations 
have been reported [9-12] by several researchers as early as 1993, which are usually 
categorised as Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum (MC-SS) systems in literature. 
However, MC-SS systems can be divided among three main categories, namely; MC- 
CDMA, MC-DS-CDMA and MT-CDMA [65]. 
This thesis focuses mainly on MC-CDMA, however, relevant references to other 
variants of MC-SS systems are also drawn when deemed necessary. The objectives of 
this chapter are: 1) to briefly describes MC-CDMA evolution from its constituent 
systems; CDMA and OFDM, 2) to define the relevant ten-ninology, necessary to 
characterise a multipath radio channel, 3) to develop link level mathematical and 
simulation models for MC-CDMA radio interface to be used for our subsequent 
research and 4) to obtain a set of non-adaptive MC-CDMA performance results, which 
can serve as baseline reference for appreciation of link adaptation gains in the 
subsequent chapters. 
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Accordingly, this chapter is organised as follows: in order to ease the subsequent 
references to the different characteristics of mobile radio channel, it is introduced first 
of all in section 2.2. Whereas, section 2.3, discusses the evolution of MC-CDMA and 
unfolds the underlying needs and driving forces behind this very concept of combining 
CDMA and OFDM, to get a high performance physical layer suitable for 4G. It also 
introduces the conceptual difference among other variants of MC-SS. Then section 2.4 
develops and validates simulation models for different sub-systems (like transmitter, 
receiver, radio channel, frequency-inter-leaver, equalization and combining 
techniques) of MCLinkSim, which were developed as the simulation platform for this 
study. Some preliminary simulations are conducted in section 2.5 and the chapter 
concludes with the summary in section 2.6 
2.2 Mobile Radio Propagation 
A typical mobile radio channel can be characterized mainly by two fading phenomena: 
large-scale fading and small-scale fading. The large-scale fading represents the average 
signal power attenuation due path loss plus the log-normally distributed variations 
about this mean caused by shadowing. The prominent terrain contours between the 
transmitter and receiver are known to be the main sources of shadowing. The path loss 
as a function of distance d for a carrier wavelength Xc for free space model with unit 
antenna gains is given [66] as 
Path loss [dB] 10 log 
XC2 
16jT2d2_ (2.1) 
The small-scale fading manifests itself in rapid fluctuations in the received signal 
power, phase and angle of arrival over a small period of time or travel distance of the 
order of half wavelength. The variation in received signal power due to small-scale 
fading could be as much as three to four orders of magnitude i. e. 30 to 40 dB. This is 
caused by the superimposition of multiple replicas of the same transmitted signal, 
which arrive at the transmitter at slightly different times due to scattering from 
different objects. Therefore, this fading phenomenon is usually referred to as multipath 
fading. 
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A typical mobile radio roaming over a large area must experience the composite 
fading; small-scale fading superimposed on large-scale fading, as seen in the Figure 
2.1. Since, the fade duration of large scale fading is much more than those of small- 
scale fading, therefore, any link adaptive algorithm capable of tracking the later one 
can safely track the channel variation due to former phenomenon. Hence, the link 
adaptation algorithms are usually tested using small-scale fading models only. 
Accordingly, only small-scale i. e. multi-path fading process is further elaborated in 
following sections. 
20 
-20 
4C 
C4 
-60 
Figure 21 Small scale and large scale fading manifestation 
(fd = 100 Hz, 5GHz, BranE' Channel, 
2.2.1 Multi-path Fading 
A single pulse launched over a wireless channel appears as a pulse train at the receiver 
after being scattered from different objects in the surrounding environment and 
traversing different paths. Consequently, each of these pulses undergoes a time varying 
random phase change due to 1) relative delay in their arrival times and 2) Doppler 
frequency shift associated with their angles of arrival and relative velocity of receiver. 
The superimposition of these multiple replicas causes sudden changes in the received 
signal power and phase. The equivalent low-pass time varying impulse response at 
'Please refer to Table 2-1 Power Delay Profilefor BRAN-E Channel 
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time t to an impulse launched at (t - T) into a multipath channel with L paths can be 
written as 
h(r, t) = 
L(t) 
al(t)e-ifl(t) J(T - -cl(t)) (2.2) 
Y, 
1=0 
Where cr, (t) and ýpj (t) respectively, represent the amplitude and phase associated with 
pulse traversing the 1th path and 6(. ) is the well known Dirac delta function. As 
described above, ýpj(t) can be written as ýpj(t) = 21Tfjj(t) - 27rfdlt; first and 
second parts representing the phases due to relative delay and Doppler frequency shift 
fd associated with 1th path respectively. The Doppler frequency shift for a carrier 
wavelength A, and angle of arrival 01(t) relative to direction of motion at speed v, is 
given [66] as 
fd W 
---': V COS 
01 (014 (2.3) 
Two multi-path components with relative delays of -rl andT2 are said to be resolvable 
if IT1 - 'r21 >> (11B), where B signal bandwidth. The multi-path channel, where 
none of the paths is resolvable is called narrowband, whereas the one with two or 
more resolvable paths is called wideband channel. Since the parameters a, (t), 
fd(t) and -cl (t) are random and time variant, they can be characterised as random 
processes. 
2.2.2 Envelope and Power Distribution 
If the number of multiple scattering paths L is large and there is no direct line-of-sight 
(LOS) signal component, then central limit theorem can be invoked to prove [67] that 
the In-phase r, (t) and Quadrature rQ (t) components of the received signal would be 
zero mean Gaussian Processes. Therefore 2, the envelope of received signal z= 
r2(t) + r2(t) IQ jr(t)l = is Rayleigh distributed with probability density function 
2 For any two Gaussian random variables X and Y, both with mean zero and equal variance a 
2, it is 
known[68] that Z= V-X2+ y2is Rayleigh distributed 
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zz2 
P(Z) =a2e U-2 
(2.4) 
22 Where, a= .5Z, E[ al ] represents the average received power on each of the 
quadrature components. Furthermore, with change of variables z=z2 it can be seen 
that the power of received signal is exponentially distributed with mean 2U 2 and phase 
0= tan-'(rQ/rl) follows the uniform distribution [66]. 
However, if LOS component is also present, then r, (t) and rQ (t) are not zero mean. In 
this case the received signal equals the superposition of a complex Gaussian 
component and a LOS component. The signal envelope in this case is shown to follow 
Rician distribution. 
2.2.3 Level Crossing Rate 
The envelope level crossing rate (LCR) is defined as the expected rate at which the 
signal envelope crosses the level Z in downward going direction. Calculation of LCR 
dz z involve computation of joint distribution p (z, -). If p- then for Rayleigh fading, dt a-\F2 
it has been proved [69] that 
LCR= V-2-7r fd pe -p2 (2.5) 
2.2.4 Average Fade Duration 
The average fade duration (AFD) is defined as the average time that the signals 
envelope stays below a certain threshold level Z. For Rayleigh distributed envelope, it 
is found [69] to be: 
2 
AFD = e-P 'ý27r f 
(2.6) 
2.2.5 Temporal and Spectral Characteristics of Multi-path Channel 
In order to precisely characterize the time variations of multi-path channel, apart from 
LCR and AFD some other second order statistics (autocorrelation function along time 
and frequency) should also be known. Temporally, a multi-path channel can be 
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characterised by its Coherence Time, whereas, the spectral characteristics include the 
Dela Spread or the Coherence Bandwidth. All of these characteristics can be derived Y 
from the autocorrelation function of a multipath channel defined by (2.7) 
(-cl, T2; tý ý+ 16 ý )= E[h*(-rl; t)h(T2; t+ Iýlt A (2.7) 
Where, h (T, t) represents equivalent low-pass impulse response of the channel, as 
given by (2.2). For a wide sense stationary (WSS) channel the autocorrelation depends 
only upon the time difference At and becomes independent of t, therefore, can be 
denoted by A (Tj, T2; At ). Furthermore, for an un-correlated (US) scattering 
environment (where channel response for a multipath component with delay -C, is 
uncorrelated to another component of delayT2 :, ý: Tj) the expectation becomes 
E[h*(-cl; t)h(C2; t+ At )] = A(-cl; At )(5(, cl - T2) =- A(r; At ) (2.8) 
The A (T; At ) gives the average output power associated with the channel as a function 
of multi-path delay -r = T, = T2 and the observation time difference of At. For a wide 
sense stationary un-correlated (WSSUS), the tempro-spectral characteristics can be 
defined as follows; 
2.2.5.1 Power Delay Profile 
The Power Delay Profile (PDP) is defined as the autocorrelation A (-c; At ) with At =0 
i. e. A (-c; 0) =- A (-c). It is also known as the multi-path intensity profile. It gives the 
average multi-path power associated with a multi-path delay -c. 
2.2.5.2 Delay Spread 
The time dispersion of a multi-path channel is characterised by average (y, ) or rms 
delay spread (o-, ), which are typically defined in tenns of PDP as follows: 
co 
-r A (r) d-r 0 
00 
(2.9) 
fo' A(-r)d-c 
'o 
and 
fo 0 (-r - p, ) 2A (-c) d -1 (2.10) O-T - 00 fo' A (-0 dT 
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Although, for most of rich scattering channels y, : -ý o-,; their exact relationship 
depends upon the shape of A (-r). Anyhow, their comparison with the symbol period 
gives a direct clue to the level of ISI present in the received signal. A linearly 
modulated 3 signal with symbol period T, experience significant ISI if the symbol 
duration T, << a,. Conversely, the system can be assumed ISI free when a, << T,. 
2.2.5.3 Coherence Bandwidth 
It is defined as the minimum frequency separation Af for which the frequency domain 
channel response H (f, t) is approximately independent. It is usually denoted by B, 
This shows that how quickly a channel changes along frequency. For a WSSUS 
channel, the AF(Af ,A t) can be obtained by the Fourier Transform of the A (-C, A t) [67] 
as given below; 
AF(fli f2i 
IM -, = 
f "0 A (rd t) e -j27r(f2 -fl)' d-c = AF 
W 
-, lý 
t) 
Therefore, coherence bandwidth can best be described by the autocorrelation in 
spectral domain AF (16f A 0)=- AF(Af) as AF 
W) 
ý0 for Af = B, Typically B, 
k1a, where k depends upon the shape of A(-c). In [70] it has been shown that k 
0.02 and k=0.20 approximates the range of frequencies over which AF(Af) 
exceeds the values of 0.9 and 0.5 respectively. However, for MB coherence bandwidth 
calculations k= 1/21T has also been suggested in literature. In that case B, is given by 
the following equation. 
Bc =1/2 7Tu, (2.12) 
In general, if we are transmitting a narrowband signal with bandwidth B << B, then it 
undergoes a highly correlated fading across the entire signal bandwidth. This is usually 
referred to asflatfading. On the other hand, if the signal bandwidth B >> B, then the 
channel gains at frequencies separated by more than the coherence bandwidth are 
roughly independent. Thus, the channel amplitude varies widely across the signal 
bandwidth. In this case the channel is called ftequency-selective. In linear modulation, 
the flat fading and ftequency selective fading channels correspond to the situations 
3 where the signal bandwidth B oc 11Ts 
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with T, >> a, and T, << a, respectively. A significant ISI is caused in frequency 
selective channel. 
Therefore, the Delay Spread and Coherence Bandwidth characterises a multi-path 
channel only over spectral domain for an instant of time and provide no information 
about the time varying nature of the channel impulse response i. e. its temporal 
characteristics. The Doppler Spread and Coherence Time as defined below are used to 
serve this purpose. 
2.2.5.4 Doppler Spread 
The time variation of the channel which arises from transmitter or receiver motion 
causes the Doppler shift in the frequency of received signal. This Doppler effect can be 
characterised by taking the Fourier transform of AF (16f )A t) relative to A t: 
00 
SF (16fý P) ---': 
f- 
00 
AF(, 6f,, 6t) e-j"'PA'dAt (2.13) 
Doppler at a single frequency SF (16f Op P) ---': SF(p) is called the Doppler power 
, spectrum of 
the channel. The maximum value of p for which I SF (P) I is greater than 
zero is called the Doppler Spread of the channel and is denoted by fd. 
2.2.5.5 Coherence time 
Coherence Time is the time domain dual of Doppler spread, therefore, can be obtained 
by AF (16f P 16 0 setting Af = 0. If we define AF 
U1 t)-= AF (16ýf = 0, At), then AFOO is 
an autocorrelation defining how the channel impulse response de-correlates over time. 
Hence, the Coherence Time is defined as the range of time over which AF(A0 is 
essentially non zero. In other words it is the time duration, over which channel impulse 
response would have strong correlation. It is denoted by T, Being dual, fdand Tc are 
inversely proportional; however the constant of proportionality depends upon the 
shape of Doppler spectrum. If Coherence Time is defined as time range Tc such that 
AF(Tc) ýý! 0.5 then as suggested in [66] 
9 
TC = 167rfd 
(2.14) 
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Depending upon the Coherence Time T, and the baseband symbol duration T, a 
channel could be classified as fast fading channel if T, > T, and vice versa. This 
causes time selective fading which leads to signal distortion. 
2.3 Evolution of MC-CDMA 
In this section we aim to look into the evolution of MC-SS systems generally and MC- 
CDMA in particular. We start with introduction of conceptual structure of both 
underlying constituent systems of MC-SS systems and give an insight into their 
complementary properties that make MC-CDMA a potential candidate for 4G air 
interface. 
2.3.1 Code Division Multiple Access 
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), is a special technique of Spread Spectrum 
(SS) originating from military applications and navigation systems. Originally it was 
developed to counteract intentional jamming. However, it proved to be highly suitable 
for communication through time dispersive channels in cellular applications. It relies 
on spreading the narrow band data stream over a much larger bandwidth by using user 
specific, wide-band spreading codes [71,72], which enables multiple users to use the 
same spectrum for simultaneous transmission. At the receiving end, the data detection 
is performed in the code domain by correlating the received composite signal with a 
copy of original spreading code for the desired user. Due to good autocorrelation 
properties of spreading codes, other user signals are de-correlated and hence filtered 
out as shown in Figure 2.2. Among other SS realizations, its Direct Sequence 
implementation often referred as Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS- 
CDMA) has emerged as a popular choice and has been successfully adopted as an air 
interface for IS-95 and UMTS regarded as 2G and 3G systems respectively. 
On one hand, the wideband nature of DS-CDMA exploits the frequency selectivity of 
multi-path radio channel but on other hand it marginalises it scope as potential 
candidates for air-interface of 4G systems as it requires very sophisticated equaliser to 
combat with ISI introduced by the multi-path channel. Normally, channel delay 
spreads are much larger than the signalling period of a chip in DS-CDMA. Hence, the 
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required number of fingers in so called Rake receivers increases to infeasible numbers 
[7 1] without which signal energy scatted in time domain can not be recovered fully. 
Input Infonnation, Spread Signal. Transmitter 
Power 
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Density 
Frequency 
1.2288Mhz 
9.6 Khz 
Received Signal 
Receiver I-- De- spread Si " 
Userl OEM-* 
Time 
T, T 
19 ...... 
H- 
Tý 
IU 
Signature Seq I 
N 
User2 
uu -» 
USer k 
Signature Seq I 
Detected 
Data 
Figure 2.2 Code Division Multiple Access Downlink: an illustration 
2.3.2 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
In order to combat the multipath, the symbol duration must be significantly larger than 
the channel delay spread. This is where the multi-carrier transmission technique comes 
to the rescue. Though the idea of multi-carrier modulation was first conceived in the 
1960s, it was not until its all-digital implementation in the forin of Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [73] 
in 1970s, when it sparked widespread interest for adoption in various single user and 
multiple access communication systems [74]. 
In OFDM, the entire channel is divided into many narrow sub-channels. Splitting the 
high-rate serial data stream into many low-rate parallel streams, each parallel stream 
modulates orthogonal sub-carriers (Figure 2.3) by means of the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT). If the bandwidth of each subcarrier is much less than the channel 
coherence bandwidth, a frequency flat channel gain can be assumed on each 
subcarrier. Since the spectrum of an OFDM signal (Figure 2.4) is not strictly band 
limited, linear distortions such as multi-path propagation causes each sub-channel to 
spread energy into the adjacent channels and consequently cause Inter Symbol 
Interference (ISI). 
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2.3.2.1 Guard Interval 
As a remedy to ISI problem, Weinstein and Ebert [73] suggested that a guard interval 
(longer than multi-path delay spread of the channel) should be inserted after each 
OFDM symbol. In case zero padding is performed in guard time, it would result in 
Inter-carrier Interference (ICI). The multi-path channel introduces delayed versions of 
the same transmitted signal and hence during the FFT interval, there are no longer an 
integer number of cycles. The sub-carriers are thus not orthogonal for the multi-path 
replicas and there is interference between the sub-carriers. 
2.3.2.2 Cyclic Prefix 
To eliminate the ICI completely, the OFDM symbol should be cyclically extended in 
the guard time i. e. each OFDM symbol should be preceded by a periodic extension of 
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the signal itself This ensures that the delayed replicas always have an integer number 
of cycles during the FFT interval. Bahai [75] has shown the effects of zero padding 
and have proposed the use of cyclic prefix for OFDM in a multi-path channel. The 
guard time should be always greater than the worst case maximum delay spread of the 
channel. 
2.3.2.3 Pros and Cons 
Starting with pros, we can enlist the major ones as follows: 1) in such an ISI free 
system, the effect of the multipath channel on each subcarrier can be represented by a 
single complex multiplier, affecting the amplitude and phase of the sub-carrier. Hence, 
a simple equalizer at the receiver is required. In short, a high immunity against multi- 
path dispersion can be provided by using a suitable deigned OFDM system. 2) With a 
large number of sub-carriers, nearly rectangular spectrum could be obtained which 
promises high spectral efficiency. 3). Spectral domain adaptive modulation could be 
realised over sub-carrier basis. 
However, cons are also quite a few but the major ones include: 1) Addition of large 
number of sub-carriers with different phase offsets by IFFT operation causes large 
fluctuations in OFDM signal. Therefore, a high Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) 
is observed which causes non-linear amplification 2) Loss in spectral efficiency due to 
guard interval removal at receiver. 3) Sensitive to frequency and timing offsets. 
2.3.3 Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum 
The advantage of multi-carrier modulation on one hand and the multi-path diversity 
enjoyed by the spread spectrum technique on the other hand have motivated many 
researchers to investigate the combination of both schemes which is classified today as 
Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum (MC-SS). Linartz [9] and Fazal [10] are known to be 
the first to present this combination. However, Kondo [11] and Chouly [12] also 
published their findings on this combination independently. Out of many variants of 
MC-SS, MC-DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA emerged as successful combinations that 
allow one to take advantages of both multi-carrier modulation and spread spectrum 
multiple access e. g. high flexibility, high spectral efficiency, simple and robust 
detection techniques and narrow band interference rejection capability. Though, this 
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thesis will focus mainly on MC-CDMA only, it will draw comparisons between both 
types of MC-SS systems, wherever it will be necessary. For completeness purposes 
both variants of MC-SS are conceptually introduced below. 
2.3.3.1 MC-CDMA 
In MC-CDMA [76] 
, 
data is spread in the frequency domain using an orthogonal code 
such as the Walsh-Hadamard code and then multi-carrier modulated by using OFDM 
as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In this way, frequency diversity can be obtained in a 
frequency- selective channel without additional redundancy or increasing the 
bandwidth, since each data symbol is distributed over the entire frequency band. In this 
way MC-CDMA technique is capable of not only mitigating the ISI, but of exploiting 
the multipath as well. This property enables the use of higher order modulation for 
higher bandwidth efficiency. 
Data Symbols 
ýFl 1, 
Spreading Code 
3 
.0 eq =UL. 
Spread Data Symbols 
Figure 2.5 Conceptual illustration of MC-CDMA 
As for multi-carrier transmissions, it is essential to have frequency non-selective 
fading over each subcarrier. Therefore, if the original symbol rate is high enough to 
become subject to frequency selective fading, the signal needs first to be converted 
from serial to parallel before spreading over the frequency domain. The basic 
transmitter structure of an MC-CDMA scheme is similar to that of an OFDM scheme. 
However, unlike OFDM, MC-CDMA transmits the same symbol in parallel through 
different sub-carriers. 
2.3.3.2 MC-DS-CDMA 
MC-DS-CDMA [77,781 is another manifestation of MC-SS system, it shares the 
concept of code division multiple access and multi-carrier modulation with MC- 
CDMA. However, it is different from MC-CDMA in the sense that it spreads the 
information symbols along time direction on each sub-carrier purely in DS-CDMA 
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fashion as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Therefore, chips from any information symbol 
modulate the same sub-carrier. Hence, this system lacks frequency diversity available 
to MC-CDMA. Instead, it enjoys the time diversity as the chips from any information 
symbol are transmitted over multiple OFDM symbols depending upon the length of 
spreading code. However, detection cannot be performed on symbol by symbol basis 
as was the case in MC-CDMA. 
Data 
Symbols 
Figure 2.6 Conceptual illustration of MC-DS-CDMA 
2.4 Analytical and Simulation Model for MCLinkSim 
For simulation purposes, an MC-CDMA link layer simulator was developed that was 
referred to as MCLinkSim in the sequel. The simulator is mainly developed in 
Simulink environment. However, more involved and computationally extensive blocks 
were developed in C/C++ using S-function interface of Simulink. This section is 
devoted to develop the analytical models for the different subsystem of MCLinkSim, 
which include transmitter, receiver, frequency-inter-leaver, equalization and 
combining techniques. The specifications for simulator design are adopted from 
MATRICE [58,59], an IST-EC project and are given in next section. This section also 
develops and validates a simulation model for the multipath radio channel to be used in 
this study. 
2.4.1 MC-CDMA Transmitter Architecture 
The generic MC-CDMA transmitter for the j1h user is shown in Figure 2.7. It transmits 
P symbols in signalling period of T,,. The equi-probable binary input data stream 
containing Px q information bits each of duration Tb is modulated and mapped as 
symbols [aj] selected from the M-ary Phase Shift Keying (M-PSK) or M-ary 
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) signal constellation Q, where q --- :ý 1092m- 
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It is then converted into P parallel symbol streams [ajo , ajj . ... ... aj, p], thereby 
increasing symbol duration to T, = PTb. Subsequently, each of these sequences is 
spread in frequency domain using normalized Hadamard spreading codes dj,,, with 
length Kmc. This spread data is used to modulate N,, = PKmC sub-carriers through NFFT 
point IFFT. Finally, guard interval Tg is inserted after each OFDM symbol that 
increases the symbol duration at each sub-carrier to T, given by (2.17) and a cyclic 
prefix (CP) is used in guard interval to overcome ICI. The complex equivalent low 
pass transmitted signal is given: 
xj 
+00 
P-1 , KMC-1 
x It, (t - iT, )e 
27r)(pKMC+m)Af (t-iTs (2.15) 
P=o 
I 
aj, p (i) dj, m 
Id 
-., M=o i= 00 
Such that 
KMC-1 
I dj, m 
12 (2.16) Y, 
m=O 
Ts = TU + Ti (2.17) g 
Where Jf and ft, represent the sub-carrier spacing and the rectangular symbol pulse 
waveform respectively as given below: 
Af =1 (2.18) TU 
PS ý1... ... ... ... - 
Tg :5t: 9 Tu (2.19) 
10 
... ... ... ... .. otherwise 
2.4.1.1 Frequency Interleaving 
However, prior to multi-carrier modulation, frequency interleaving [79] is performed 
optionally. Where, chips from different data symbols are interleaved in such a way that 
chips from same data symbol are transmitted on non-adjacent sub-carriers to exploit 
frequency diversity. In this way the minimum sub-carrier separation can be increased 
to PXAf. The interleaved (Figure 2.8) signal can be written as 
xj 
+00 P-1 KMC-1 
aj, p 
(i) dj,,, x p, (t -iT, )e 
27r)(MKMC+p)Af (t-iTs) 
00 
YP=o 
Y, M=O (2.20) 
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2.4.2 MC-CDMA Receiver Architecture 
MC-CDMA receiver requires coherent detection for successful de-sPreading operation 
and is shown in Figure 2.9 forj th user. Based on link direction, received signal would 
have following two possible structures. 
2.4.2.1 Uplink Signal Structure 
In uplink, the received signal is superimposition of multiple users signals convolved 
with user specific channel instances. Therefore, the received signal in uplink becomes: 
00 1 
yi, 
f 
xj (t - -r) (D hj (-r; t) d-c +n (2.21) 
-00 
2.4.2.2 Downlink Signal Structure 
In downlink, at the base station transmitter chips from different users are 
synchronously added prior to multi-carrier modulation. The superimposed signal for 
all the users received at ithmobile station after being convolved with its channel I 
hj, (-c; t) - is given as 
yj 
f +c 
00 
0 
xj(t--r) (Dhjt(-c; t)d-c+n(t) (2.22) 
-j=l 
After frequency down conversion the baseband signal is serial to parallel converted, 
CP is removed and the KmC sub-carrier components Yj,, P,,, (i) corresponding to P'h 
data 
symbol aj,, P(i)are coherently 
detected using DFT as shown in Figure 2.9 and given by 
i 
Y (i) aj, p(i)dj,,, Hji, p,,,, 
(i) + Np,,, (i) 
(2.23) 
i 'PIM 
Y, 
(j=j 
Where Hj,, P,,,, (i) and 
Np, respectively, represents the frequency domain complex 
channel gain and noise at the (P. M) th 4sub-carrier of the ithuser. In order to segregate 
I 
the required user data, the vector Yji, p 
(i) is de-spread using synchronized copy of 
With ftequency interleaving (p, m) represent the (. rnK MC + p)thsub-carrier position whereas without 
ftequency interleaving it represents the (pKmc + M)th sub-carrier position 
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desired user code djf and energy spread along frequency is combined using weight 
vector Gjl, p(i). Hence the decision variable 
for corresponding user at the output of 
combiner can be written as 
FrequeQcy 
Code Sync 
ff 1 1 D 
Information 
Bit stream 
G 
j, 0,1 ý -4 
G 
Figure 2.9 MC-CDMA receiver model Cy 
2.4.3 Signal Detection Techniques 
- 
(2.24) 
yj(t) 
The performance of wireless system is severely affected by fading. Diversity 
combining techniques have long been used in wireless systems in order to minimize 
the degradation effects due to fading. Among the conventional combining techniques; 
Equal Gain Combining (EGC), Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) and Orthogonality 
Restoring Combining (ORC) have been explored in this research work. A brief 
introduction of these combining techniques is given below. However, more detailed 
discussion can be found in [9,12]. 
2.4.3.1 Maximum Ratio Combining 
In MRC, strong sub-carriers are additionally amplified in proportion to the gain of the 
sub-carrier, as they are weighted by their respective conjugate complex channel (2.25) 
prior to combining. This technique is known to maximize the SNR at detection. 
KMC-1 
Dj,,, (i) Gj,, 
P, m 
(i) Yj,, 
P, m 
(i) 
M=o 
d. 
+ 
ýc E CD 
Z., 
Z., 
I) 
yi 1.0.0 
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G -, = H*, i 'PIM i p, m 
(2.25) 
Therefore, in case of single user, MRC minimizes the Bit Error Probability BEP, but at 
the same it enhances the MAI caused by the loss in multi-user orthogonality by the 
multi-path propagation. 
2.4.3.2 Equal Gain Combining 
The equal gain combining strategy combines sub-carriers with their received 
amplitudes, adjusting only the phase of the sub-carriers. Therefore, the additional loss 
in multi-user orthogonality can be avoided by using EGC, as was the case in MRC. For 
this technique, the gain is given as 
H., 
Gj., 
'PIM 
i* 'PIM (2.26) IH 
i, i P, m 
I 
2.4.3.3 Orthogonality Restoring Combining (Zero-Forcing) 
In ORC, the receiver can eliminate the MAI perfectly by restoring the multi-user 
orthogonality at the receiver by choosing the gain as 
Gj I 'PIM 
= 
H., J p, 7n 
H*,, i P, m 
(2.27) 
Therefore thej th user data can be obtained as 
KMC-1 
H* 
aji, = aji, p 
+ p, m -j Np, m p IH 
M=o i P, ml 
(2.28) 
However as seen in above equation, the low level sub-carriers tend to be multiplied by 
the high gains and the noise components are amplified at the weaker sub-carriers. This 
noise amplification effect degrades the BEP. 
2.4.4 Radio Channel Model 
The wideband radio channel has been simulated using Tapped Delay Line (TDL) 
technique, where each of the taps is independently generated using Jakes sum-of- 
sinusoids (SOS) model [80]. In SOS model, a number of sinusoids, each with a 
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random Doppler shift, amplitude and phase shift are generated and superimposed to 
give the Rayleigh fading envelope. However, PDP used in the simulations is adopted 
from ESTI-BRAN (Broadband Radio Access Networks) project or HIPERLAN/2. For 
the simulations, mainly we have used BRAN-E channel model only, which represents 
a typical NLOS outdoor radio channel at 5GHz of carrier frequency. PDP for BRAN-E 
is shown in Table 2-1. However, in order to keep the simulation time within practical 
limits and without compromising on the validity of simulation results, the six 
prominent paths have been selected (marked as shaded boxes in Table 2-1). Moreover, 
in order to simulate channels with different coherence bandwidths, six different 
channels with same power profile but different delay spreads have also been 
considered, as tabulated in Table 4-3. 
In order to validate the channel model, some test runs have been conducted with 
measured pdf (Figure 2.11), level crossing rate (Figure 2.12) and average fade duration 
(Figure 2.13) which are prescribed in literature [81,82] as the standard metrics for 
validation of any channel model. The simulation results obtained and their comparison 
against theoretical models developed in section 2.2 show a good agreement. This 
validates the channel model for its latter use in other link level simulations. 
Table 2-1 Power Delav Prorile for BRAN-E Channel 
Path Delay [ns] I Power [dBI I Path I Delay [ns] Power [dBI 
0.0000 -4.90 10. 434.0278 -1.93 
2. 17.3611 -2.71 555.5556 2.74 
34.7222 : -0.72 1 12.4 711.8056 1 5.42 
69.4444 -1.29 13. 885.4167 7.37 
5.1 104.1667 -1.70 : 14.: 1076.3889 -10.66 
1 138.88891! -0.281 15. 1284.7222 -13.45 
7. 190.9722 -1.22 16 1510.4167 -17.40 
1 243.0556: -2.00 17.1 1753.4722 -20.92 
9. 312.5000 0.10 
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2.5 System Specifications and Preliminary Results 
Specification for the simulator design are adopted from the MATRICE (MC-CDMA 
Transmission Techniques for Integrated Broadband Cellular Systems), an EC-IST 
[58,59] project, and are listed in Table 2-2 for later references. This section studies the 
performance of simple non-adaptive MC-CDMA, using the MCLinkSim. These results 
will serve dual purpose. They will serve as baseline references for appreciation of link 
adaptation gains, if any, during subsequent studies, as well as provide some insight 
into the effects of different combining techniques, frequency interleaving and 
frequency selectivity of the channel, on the BER performance of non-adaptive MC- 
CDMA. 
Table 2-2 Svstem Specification for Simulations 
No Parameter Symbol Value 
1. RF carrier ftequency fc 5 GHz 
2. Sampling Frequency fS 5 7.6MHz 
3. Sampling Time Ilfs 17.3611 ns 
4. FFT size NFFT 1024 
5. Useful symbol duration TU 17.75 ps 
6 Guard Interval T9 3.75 ps 
7. OFDM Symbol duration TS 21.50 ps 
8. Number of Information Symbols per OFDM symbol 
P 23 
9. Spreadingjactor Kmc 32 
10. No. of used sub-carriers Nu 736 
11. Number offull sub-carriers 144qeft), JDC, 143(right) 
12. Carrier Spacing Af =1/ TU 56338 kHz 
13. Occupied Bandwidth Bo = Af X Nu 41.46 MHz 
14. Baseband modulation index q 2(QPSK) 
15. Spreading Codes Hadamard Walsh 
16 Combining technique EGC, MRC, ORC 
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2.5.1 Effect of Combining Techniques 
In single user case (Figure 2.14), MRC is dominating its other two counterparts, EGC 
and ORC as per expectations. However, there is large gap in its performance in 
Rayleigh and AWGN channels. This is mainly due four reasons: 1) system uses no 
FEC coding, 2) no frequency interleaving is used, 3) coherence bandwidth of channel 
is large (3.46MHz) and 4) the Doppler shift due to mobile is high. 
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Figure 2.14 Effect of combining techniques 
(fd=139Hz, QPSK, Single User, Bc=3.46MHz, interleaving=No) 
2.5.2 Effect of Interleaving 
The performance of MRC and EGC is observed to increase (Figure 2.15) dramatically 
with use of frequency interleaving in channel with larger coherence bandwidth 
(3.46MHz) as compared to the bandwidth occupied by sub-carriers bearing the same 
information symbol (KmC XJf = 1.802MHz ). However, this is not the case when 
channel coherence bandwidth is smaller than KmC XJf as observed in (Figure 2.16). 
This is so, because the frequency domain spreading has already absorbed the available 
frequency diversity to its full extent and hence frequency interleaving is unable to 
improve the performance any further. However, ORC performance does not show any 
improvement with frequency interleaving, as it simply inverts the channel and does not 
exploit the uncorrelated channel gains obtained through frequency interleaving. 
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2.5.3 Effect of Coherence Bandwidth 
Though, effect of coherence bandwidth of channel is already evident from results 
presented in above section to some extent. However, a more explicit insight can be 
obtained by comparing the results from another point of view. A decrease in coherence 
bandwidth improves the performance in frequency non-interleaved system (Figure 
2.17) but it do not affect the performance of interleaved system (Figure 2.18). 
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Figure 2.18 Effect of channel coherence bandwidth on interleaved system 
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2.6 Summary 
In this chapter we have studied the evolution of MC-CDMA from its constituent 
systems (i. e. OFDM and CDMA). Moreover, simulation models for different sub- 
systems (transmitter, receiver, radio channel, frequency-inter-leaver, equalization and 
combining techniques) necessary to model a link level simulator for MC-CDMA have 
been developed and validated against theoretical results, wherever possible. 
In the beginning, this chapter has introduced the small scale fading phenomena and the 
relevant terminology necessary to characterise a multipath radio channel. Then it 
proceeded with evolution of MC-CDMA, where it has elaborated CDMA and OFDM 
concepts and has tried to grasp the actual need for Multi-Carrier Spread Spectrum 
(MC-SS) systems, actualised by the combination of OFDM and CDMA as proposed 
by many researches. 
Towards its end, this chapter has specified the system design parameters (adopted from 
MATRICE) to be followed in the subsequent chapters and has conducted some 
preliminary simulations for non-adaptive MC-CDMA. In this respect, effects of 
different combining techniques, frequency interleaving and the coherence bandwidth 
of the radio channel have been studied and following conclusions have been drawn: 1) 
MRC outperforms its other two counterparts EGC and ORC in single user case, 2) 
Frequency interleaving improves BER performance in MC-CDMA only when the 
coherence bandwidth of channel is larger than bandwidth occupied by the band of sub- 
carriers bearing same information symbol, 3) ORC performance is not affected by the 
frequency interleaving at all. 
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3.1 Introduction 
As it has been learnt in the last chapter, a wireless propagation channel is usually 
characterized by high variability, mainly due to multi-path radio propagation, relative 
mobility of receiving terminal and interference from other users. In order to maintain 
acceptable performance throughout the communication period, a fixed link margin is 
required. Therefore, a typical non-adaptive wireless communication system needs to be 
effectively designed for the worst-case channel conditions, which can result in very 
inefficient utilization of the channel. This is because the Rayleigh fading can cause a 
signal power loss as high as 30 to 40dB. On the other hand link adaptation techniques, 
which adapt various transmission parameters according to the fading conditions has 
been found [13-19] to be enormously beneficial is terms of spectrum efficiency and 
many other system performance metrics of interest, like system BER, total system 
transmission power. Therefore, link adaptation technologies are being seen as an 
essential ingredient of future 4G system, which require high performance physical 
layer. 
The main purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to set the stage for subsequent research 
into link adaptation for MC-CDMA. Towards this end, this chapter introduces the link 
adaptation in general and explores the available degrees of freedom for link adaptation 
in multi-carrier systems. Furthermore, this chapter selects suitable optimization criteria 
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to be used in later research. CSI being an essential ingredient of any adaptive scheme 
is also a subject of interest in this chapter. This chapter identifies Signal to Interference 
Ratio (SIR) as a better form of CSI for this study and theoretically analyses its 
sensitivity to different combining techniques in MC-CDMA. This chapter also 
conducts a literature survey into existing SIR estimation methods to develop a practical 
SIR estimator, to be used for later research. 
The chapter is accordingly structured. Section 3.2 introduces the link adaptation in 
general complemented by section 3.3, which explores the available degrees of freedom 
for link adaptation in multi-carrier systems. It also defines the overall premises of this 
study. Section 3.4 analytically studies SIR as a function of combining techniques, for 
MC-CDMA. Whereas, section 3.5 reviews a number of well known SIR estimation 
techniques, which paves the path for developing a practical SIR estimation technique 
for MC-CDMA. The section 3.6 develops a non-coherent SIR estimator and validates 
its performance against the ideal SIRs obtained in section 3.4. This chapter concludes 
with summary at the end. 
3.2 Link Adaptation in General 
In contrast to the AWGN channel characterized by a constant signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), in a fading channel, the SNR is time-variant due to multipath and interference 
from other users. Depending upon the availability of CSI at the transmitting end, there 
are two basic alternatives to fully utilize the channel capacity in such time varying multi-path 
radio channel: diversity and link adaptation techniques. In the absence of CSI at the 
transmitter, different diversity techniques are used to achieve the channel capacity by 
exploiting the channel variability over different domains like Time, Frequency or 
Space. However, these non-adaptive systems are required to be designed for the worst- 
case channel conditions, which can result in very inefficient utilization of the channel. 
On the other hand, with CSI known at transmitter, link adaptation has been shown to 
achieve the channel capacity. Link adaptation schemes adaptively changes the 
transmission parameters such as transmission power [13], symbol rate [14], 
constellation size [ 15 ], coding rate and/or coding scheme [ 17] and any combination of 
them [ 19] in response to time-varying link conditions. Consequently, system efficiency 
can be increased and translated to any metric of interest like increase in average 
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throughput, reduction in required transmit power or average probability of bit error, 
etc. A basic model for an adaptive transmission system is shown in Figure 3.1 below. 
Transmitter Fading Channel Receiver 
....................................................................................... ............................................ ............. ......................................... 
Rayleigh Fadin 
:: 
fDemodulation 
& r 
Gain rr:: Decoding 
91 
1 
Link Adaptation Algorithm Fading Channel 
Figure 3.1 Basic link adaptation model C7 
Adaptive transmission was first investigated in the late sixties and early seventies; but 
in spite of demonstrating potential performance gains, it failed to gather much 
attention, probably due to hardware limitations or lack of need for high throughput 
wireless systems at that time. However, demand of high speed wireless data links 
coupled with technical advances in silicon industry revived the interest in link adaptive 
transmission in the recent years. 
However, still there are several practical constraints that can limit the realizable gains 
of link adaptation to very low values as compared to theoretical predictions. First and 
foremost is the requirement of signalling bandwidth in FDD systems to transmit back 
the CSI to transmitter. Second is the accuracy and speed of CSI estimation, especially 
in channels with higher Doppler spread, as the outdated CSI at the transmitter severely 
hampers the link adaptation performance [20]. Therefore, for a practically realizable 
link adaptation technique, these factors must studied closely. 
Finally, the link adaptation gains could be translated into many different system 
parameters of interest like the system throughput, transmission power or system BER 
etc. Moreover, the degrees of freedom and the nature of constraints determine 
usefulness and complexity of the optimum solution. Sometimes the fairness among 
users becomes very important especially in real time services. Therefore, choice of 
appropriate parameter of interest may vary from system to system or more precisely 
depends upon the services. The envisaged services in 4G wireless communication 
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systems can be divided into two major classes; Delay Tolerant and Delay Sensitive. 
The parameters of interest or optimization criteria for link adaptation purposes may 
differ radically for each of these service classes, as explored in the following sub- 
sections. 
3.2.1 Link Adaptation for Delay Tolerant Services 
The delay tolerant services may include the web browsing, file sharing, data transfer 
etc., where delay among consecutive data packets can be easily traded with total 
system throughput as long as a long term fairness among users is guaranteed. 
Therefore, the optimization criterion for such services may assume any of following 
forms, or it could be any other variant of these. 
1. Maximization of system throughput under total system power budget. 
2. Maximization of system throughput under each user power budget. This could be a 
situation in uplink where every user has got his individual fixed power budget. 
The power budget constraint can be further divided among instantaneous, long term 
average power or fixed peak to average power constraints. 
3.2.2 Link Adaptation in Delay Constrained Services 
The delay constrained or delay sensitive services may include the voice telephony, 
VoIP, the real time video transmission etc. This class of services usually has fixed data 
rate requirement but is sensitive to transmission delays. Accordingly, the optimization 
criterion may take any of following forms: 
1. Minimization of system BER under fixed data requirement and fixed total power 
constraint [42,83]. 
2. Minimization of system BER under user-specific variable data requirement and 
fixed power constraint [ 16,84]. 
3. Minimization of system transmit power under user-specific variable data 
requirement for fixed BER [43]. 
Since, today's mobile radio systems carry real-time speech most of the time and video 
streaming is predicted to be prominent application of next generation systems, which 
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impose very strict delay constraints. Therefore, this study prioritises the link adaptation 
for delay sensitive services. 
3.3 Link Adaptation in Multi-carrier System 
Contrary to single carrier system, where link adaptation is limited to channel variation 
along time; in multi-carrier systems, link adaptation has got an extra dimension of 
spectral domain to exploit. The link adaptation over frequency has been extensively 
studied for narrowband multi-carrier systems like OFDM and OFDMA over the last 
few years and optimal solutions have been found as detailed in the following chapters. 
The optimum link adaptation over time and frequency are found [52] to be duals of 
each other through interchange of the time axis with frequency axis, as long as degrees 
of freedom along time and frequency are sufficient. However, this is usually not the 
case in practical systems. In practical systems, the degrees of freedom could be limited 
in many ways; the rate or power could be held constant over time and/or frequency, 
alternatively, the number of independent time slots or sub-carriers can be small so that 
averaging over that domain does not give the averaging over fading statistics. The joint 
link adaptation over time and frequency domain is found to be especially useful in 
such circumstances [52]. 
Therefore, it deems suitable to divide this research study into three phases. Following 
simple to complex approach; phase one studies the power allocation over temporal 
domain followed by the power allocation over frequency domain in next phase and 
finally a comprehensive form of link adaptation involving joint adaptation of both rate 
as well as power is studied over tempro-spectral domain in the third phase. Chapters 
four, five and six are respectively devoted to each of these phases, however, an overall 
synopsis is presented below in order to place the picture in a wider context. 
3.3.1 Power Allocation over Temporal Domain 
In this phase, the channel variation along time is closely tracked and transmission 
power is accordingly changed such that a fixed SIR is received at the input of receiver 
without any optimization over spectral domain. Therefore, if the transmission power of 
(p, M)th sub-carrier forithuser in theithframe is represented by Aj, p, m(i) then 
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(j) :5 Amax Vi Aj, p, m j (3.1) 
Where, AT" is the maximum allowed transmission power of the ith user. Same 
constellation size (q=2, i. e. QPSK) is assumed for all information symbols and the rate 
requirement of each user is kept constant. This means the rate is kept constant over time 
as well as over frequency. 
3.3.2 Power Allocation over Spectral Domain 
In this phase, while transmission power of each MC-CDMA symbol is kept fixed at 
unity, it is optimally changed to adapt the channel variation over spectral domain. i. e. 
xKmc-1 AI, 
P, M(i) =1 
vi 
M=o (3.2) 
The rate requirement and constellation size remains fixed as in the preceding phase. 
3.3.3 Rate and Power Allocation over Tempro-spectral Domain 
In this phase, as explained earlier the rate and power are jointly adapted to the 
variations over time as well frequency. Moreover, since different real time applications 
may require different bandwidths, users are allowed to request different bandwidths as 
per their application need. 
3.4 Channel State Information 
Channel State Information (CSI) is used as a control index at the transmitter in any 
link adaptive transmission scheme. It may take many different forms depending upon 
the nature of underlying system. It can be strength of the received signal, received 
SNR or SIR. However, in spread spectrum multiple access systems like MC-CDMA 
and W-CDMA, SIR has been reported [85-92]to be a true indicator of link quality. 
This is because in these spread spectrum systems, multiple access is achieved in code 
domain and all users are allowed to share the same bandwidth for their data 
transmission. Therefore, loss in multi-user orthogonality (due to multi-path 
propagation) causes leakage of other user's signal power into the desired user signal 
during the process of de-spreading. This is known as multiple access interference 
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(MAI). Apart from MAI, thermal noise is another well-understood phenomenon in all 
communication systems. Because of their additive nature, receiver cannot separate 
MAI and noise. Therefore, strength of received signal or SNR alone does not reflect 
the true quality of received signal in code division multiple access systems. 
Furthermore, as the SIR at symbol level determines the link level BER; therefore, SIR 
estimation at symbol level can serve as true control metric for delay-constrained 
systems 5. Hence, SIR estimation after de-spreading and combining stage in MC- 
CDMA is proposed for link adaptation purposes. 
Therefore, we consider received SIR as CSI for our study. The rest of this chapter is 
dedicated to the development of a practicable SIR estimation technique suitable for an 
MC-CDMA system. We divide this task into three sections; section 3.4.1 formulates 
the ideal SIR expressions using different combining techniques, which serve as a 
measure of accuracy for a practical SIR estimator developed in section 3.6. However, 
prior to embarking on the development of SIR estimator for MC-CDMA, section 3.5 
reviews some of the state of art published techniques for SIR estimation. This section 
helps to gain an insight into desirable characteristics of a good SIR estimator and other 
associated implementation issues. 
3.4.1 SIR Formulation for MC-CDMA System 
If, Aj, p,, is the transmit power on (pm)h subcarrier 
from jth user then (2.23) and 
(2.24) can be rewritten as (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. 
Yi"P, 
M(i) 
ýJjlplm 
aj, p(i)dj,. 
Hji, 
p,. 
(i) + Np,,, (i) (3.3) 
KMC-1 ri 'N 
Dj,, 
p 
(i) =I dj*f,,,, Gj f, p,,, 
(i) - 
FjlPlM 
aj, p(i)dj,. Hjl, p,,, 
(i) + Np, m(i) 
(3.4) 
M=o 
5 where the minimization of BER or alternatively, minimization of transmit power for a fixed BER is 
targeted by link adaptation strategies 
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KMC-1 
Djt, 
p(i) 
Y, TIPIM 
aji, p(i) 
Idji, 
M12 
Gji, 
p, m(i)Hj,, p, m(i) 
m=O 
Desired signal 
KMC-1 i 
+ dj*t, m Y aj, p(i)dj, mGjr, p, m(i)Hji, p, m(i) 
TjiPIM 
m=O j=1j#j/ 
MAI 
KMC-1 
dj*,,,,, Gj i, p, m 
(i) Np, m (i) 
M=o 
wjf, p 
Now for a constant envelope modulation like QPSK, normalised spreading codes and 
MRC at receiver, we can use jaji,, (i)j' = 1, ZKMC-1 
I dj, m 
12=1 and Gj,, P, m 
(i) 
M=o 
6 
, p, mHj*f, p, m(i) respectively. Therefore, SIR can be written as follows: 
IZKMC-Il 
I, P, m 
I1 212 
M=o j Hjl, p, m siR7RC mc - (3.6) p KMC-1 dj, m 
I Hjf, p, m 
1212 +I wrýRC 
2 lz 
j , P, M 
,, m 
2: j=,, 
j;, j, -ý[Ajpm M=o pm 
dji 
pmaj, p p 
Similarly, by using the proper gains for EGC and ORC, the SIR expressions and 
(3.5) 
respective noise components can be written as follows: 
SIREGC I jl 
lp 
Pm Hj I, P, m 
IZKMC-1 
2 M=o Pm Kkc (3.7) 
--iKMC-1 
12 
+I WýGC 
12 
Ed Zj ý, 
ý ýj 
I , P, )p M=o i'm j=l, j; t: j, pm 
aj, p 
dj, 
m 
I Hj i, p, m 
I 
S ORC 
1 
IR if, P 
ZKMC-1d, * 
JA-jpm 
2+ 
1w RCI 
2 (3.8) 
. "m 
EJ aj, p 
dj,,, 
M=O j=11i#j, ý A-i 1,1 Ip 
- O, if orthogonal codes are used 
6 Please note that we have dropped the frame index Wfor ease of notation. Otherwise, equation (3.6) 
represents the instantaneous SIR not the average. 
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Kmc-1 
w MRC - iIdN H*, (3.9) ,P ilppm Am Pp, 
m 
M=o j, m 
KMC-1 d*ý, Np, m H. W. "Ic mi 'PIM (3.10) 
i lp 
M=o 
Ii 
PPIM 
KMC-1 * 
W ORC 
d.,, 
Im 
Np,, 
n 
HI., 
'PIM 
iI ,P 
M=o H., 
- 
rAipm Ii 
'PIMI, 
With the help of this set of equations following interesting observations can be made: 
1. The cross correlation, given by first component in the denominator of (3.6) and 
(3.7), reduces to zero only if the channel frequency response Hjt, p, m is flat. 
Otherwise, in case of frequency selective fading it is non-zero, so the multi- 
user orthogonality is lost even in downlink. Which is peculiar to MC-CDMA 
only, and is not the case with MC-DS-CDMA. This observation will lead us to 
a proposal for a novel architecture for MC-CDMA in the later chapters. 
2. Equation (3.8) reflects the orthogonality restoring feature of ORC more 
prominently, as the MAI part reduces to zero even in frequency selective 
fading. But this fact holds for downlink only. 
3. However, (3.11) also exPoses the noise enhancement feature of ORC, 
especially at sub-carriers with fractional values of lHji, p, ml 
i. e. sub-carriers 
with poor SIR. This feature of ORC ultimately leads to lower overall SIR. 
3.4.2 Effect of Combining Techniques 
Simulations were conducted to find out true average SIR in MC-CDMA using three 
different combining techniques, MRC, EGC and ORC. The results are shown in Figure 
3.2. This promotes MRC as the best combining technique in comparison with its other 
two alternatives EGC and ORC for a single user case. These curves will serve as 
reference while validating the performance of a practical SIR estimator developed in 
the next section. 
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2 
2 
- 
(fd=139Hz, QPSK, Single User, Bc=1.8MHz) 
3.5 SIR Estimation 
Numerous SIR estimation algorithms have been published for narrowband as well 
wideband single carrier system. Therefore, in order to develop a practically feasible 
SIR estimation technique for MC-CDMA, we have conducted a literature review, 
which can be classified into two main classes; 1) Coherent SIR estimation, where 
channel knowledge is required at the receiver which is obtained through pilot and/or 
data symbols and 2) Non-coherent SIR estimation, where no explicit knowledge of 
channel is required. The non-coherent SIR estimation saves bandwidth required for the 
transmission of pilot symbols as required by coherent SIR estimation techniques. In 
this section, we review some of the state of the art articles, though not directly 
addressing problem of SIR estimation in MC-CDMA but they help to gain an insight 
into characteristics of a good SIR estimator, associated complexity and hardware 
implementation issues. This study ultimately leads us to a proposal for a SIR estimator 
for our system as detailed in the following section. 
3.5.1 Coherent SIR Estimation 
In coherent SIR estimation category, an early work was reported in [93] by Thomas et 
al. Though, they target Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) estimation, but it is very 
30 
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Figure 3.2 Effect of combining techniques on ideal SIR estimation 
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comprehensive piece of literature to start with SIR estimation problem. Their approach 
relies on a training sequence and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to monitor 
the decoded data at the receiver. Though, MLE is well known for its optimality and 
has asymptotic characteristics, but it requires a complex computation to numerically 
solve an algebraic equation of a large number of samples. 
In [94] an SIR estimator for narrow band TDMA system is proposed using 
Interference Projection (IP) method. IP projects the interference onto one vector in the 
null space of training sequence signal space. This idea is further improved by [95], 
where the Signal Projection (SP) technique utilizing the range space and null space of 
the signal space was proposed to cancel the signal part from the total received signal. 
However, in addition to the training sequence requirement, both IP and SP method 
need to know the channel memory length, which for a fading channel communication, 
is another difficult parameter to estimate. 
The training or pilot symbols to assist the receiver in coherent SIR estimation are 
generally few in number, resulting in a large variance for the SIR estimate. This 
motivated the authors of [29,96] for additionally using data symbols (usually much 
more in number than pilot symbols) for variance reduction in SIR estimates. They have 
also proposed a linear smoothing filter at the output of interference estimation leg of 
SIR estimator to calculate a long term average interference power. 
However, Ashwin et al. [97] demonstrated that a further improvement in SIR estimate 
can be achieved, if the pilot and data estimate are combined optimally. Authors of 
[85,90,92] took this smoothing concept one step further. They attempted to exploit the 
temporal fading correlation and came up with an adaptive SIR estimation concept, 
where they combine the signal power estimates obtained in different time slots through 
a low pass filter. They also optimally calculate the number of taps for low pass filter 
adapting to the channel coherence time. 
3.5.2 Non-coherent SIR Estimation 
In [98], Andre et al. presented Signal to Variance Ratio (SVR) estimator based on first 
absolute moment and the second moment of the sampled output of matched filter at 
receiver. SVR method exploits the fact that the desired signal will have constant 
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envelope over a short period of observation whereas the interference plus noise would 
not and will fluctuate. However, such estimators suffers from biasing [99]. In [88], 
Gunaratne et al. proposed a scheme to reduce this biasing but it requires the PDP of 
fading the channel and hence effectively, it loses importance as a non coherent 
technique. 
In [100,101] Anderson et al. presented a sub-space based (SB) estimation of SIR for 
narrowband TDMA systems. Unlike IP and SP methods described above, SB method 
requires essentially no information about the channel. The authors calculate the SIR 
using Eigen Vector Decomposition (EVD) of the sample covariance matrix of the 
received signal. Later on, this very concept was extended for CDMA system in [102]. 
However, the EVD is computationally very extensive; especially for large matrices and 
such sub-space methods are notorious for their poor robustness against noise power. 
Jalloul [87] et al. conducted a comparative study of both coherent and non-coherent 
SIR estimators. They considered two coherent (one with causal and other with non- 
casual channel estimator) and one non-coherent SIR estimator. Among coherent SIR 
estimators, one with casual channel estimation has larger Minimum Square Error 
(MSE) and the other suffers from biasing in signal energy estimate. On other hand, 
non-coherent SIR estimator is shown to outperform both coherent techniques. This 
technique also suffers from signal energy estimation bias; however, it can be removed 
after having an accurate interference estimate. 
3.6 Development of SIR Estimator for MC-CDMA 
After having an insight into different existing techniques for SIR estimation and 
following the findings of Jalloul et al. [87] about the pros and cons associated with 
coherent and non-coherent techniques, we decided to take a non-coherent approach for 
SIR estimation for our research purposes. The mathematical model of proposed non- 
coherent SIR estimator and its performance validation against the ideal SIR is given in 
the following sub-sections. We have studied the average as well instantaneous 
behaviour of the proposed model, as both are required in order to have an insight into 
its statistical behaviour as well its channel tracking capabilities. 
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3.6.1 Mathematical Model 
of p1h Let yjf, p 
(k) denote the SIR data stream of the ith user in the e time slot. Then it 
is defined as the ratio of signal Si 
, P(k) 
and interference Ijp(k) energy estimates in 
the respective time slot as given below: 
S-l (k) 4 'p Yj p (k) =^ Ij, 
p 
(k) (3.12) 
In order to estimate the Signal and Interference energies, this non-coherent estimator 
makes use of the fact that channel gain and hence the desired user's signal energy 
remains constant, whereas, the sum of interference and noise energies varies over an 
SIR estimation slot. Therefore , Sji, p(k) and 
1j, 
p(k) are respectively calculated using 
absolute first and second moments of the decision variable Djf, p(i) over k", slot as 
given by the following expressions: 
ND 2 
1y (3.13) Sj, p 
(k) IDjt, 
p(i)l ND 
ND ND 2 
ij, 
p(k) P(, 
)12 IDji, 
P(i)l 
(3.14) 
N, 
IDji, 
ND 
Where, ND is the slot length. It is the number of MC-CDMA data symbols in SIR 
estimation slot. The interference estimate 1j, p(k) can be improved [88] by calculating 
the long term average Ij, p 
(k) over multiple slots using Moving Average Filter (MAF) 
of length 4 as described below: 
Tj, 
p 
(k) 
1=0 
Ij, 
p 
(k - 1) (3.15) 
The logical functioning of this non-coherent SIR estimator is illustrated by the block 
diagram given in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Block diagramfor SIR estimator 
However, keeping in view the above expressions for the estimation of signal and 
interference energies, following observation can be readily made: 
1. The slot length ND should be chosen such that channel gain remains statistically 
constant over the whole slot length. Semantically, NDx T, << T, where T, and 
T, represent the MC-CDMA symbol time and channel coherence time respectively. 
2. The transmitted symbol energy should remain constant over the slot length. This 
restricts the use of such non-coherent SIR estimators to constant envelope 
constellations only like M-PSK only. 
3. As, for MRC (3.9) and ORC (3.11) we have noted a dependence of noise tenn (in 
the decision variable DjI, P) on the channel gain which can vary over 
different slots, 
therefore, MAF should not be used with MRC or ORC in MC-CDMA otherwise it 
would average out fading effects of channel and it wouldn't be possible to 
accurately track the channel especially in ORC for link adaptation purposes. 
3.6.2 Average SIR Estimation Performance 
In order to obtain the long term characteristics of the proposed SIR estimation model, 
we have measured the average SIR. Following the observation#1 made in the 
preceding section, the slot length NDwas chosen to be 20 MC-CDMA symbols by 
calculating the coherence time of the channel T, using (2.14) for maximum Doppler 
shift fd of 139 Hz which in turns corresponds to a mobile speed of 30 km/h-r at carrier 
frequency f, of 5GHz. This calculation is summarized in the Table 3-1. 
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Average performance of a non-coherent SIR estimator is shown in Figure 3.4 using 
three different combining techniques; EGC, MRC, ORC. The results shows same trend 
as shown by ideal estimator (i. e. MRC performance is best as compared EGC and 
ORC) until the Eb/NO reaches to 17 dB, from here onward MRC starts saturating. 
These average estimates are qualitatively compared against the corresponding ideally 
expected values in Figure 3.5. Here it can be seen that for ORC, non-coherent 
estimator is performing as good as ideal one, but with a positive biasing of almost 3dB 
at higher values of Eb/N,,. In lower Eb/NO region, this biasing is even higher. For MRC 
the performance of non-coherent estimator is also positively biased as long as Eb/No is 
less than 17 dB, where biasing becomes zero. The SIR estimate saturates to 23.5 dB 
which is a strange phenomena at this point. Almost the same kind of SIR saturation is 
observed in the case of EGC as well but at higher values of SNR (23.5 dB). However, 
no such thing is seen in case of ORC and non-fading AWGN channel. 
Therefore, a further study (section 3.6.2.1) was conducted to trace the underlying 
reasons for this strange behaviour, which came out to be the sensitivity of non- 
coherent interference estimator to mobile speed, which causes channel variations over 
the estimation slot length. 
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Table 3-1 Determination of Slot Size 
No Parameter Symbol Value Reference 
1. RF carrier ftequency fc 5 GHz 
2. Typical Mobile Speed in city v 30 km1hr 
3. Maximum Doppler Shift fd 139Hz (2.3) 
4. Coherence Time of Channel TC 0.858 7ms (2.14) 
5. Symbol Time Ts 21.50 ps Table 2-2 
6. Slot Size [OFDM Symbols] ND << 39.38 Section 3.6.1 
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Figure 3.4 Average SIR using non-coherent SIR estimator 
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3.6.2.1 Effect of Mobile Speed on Non-coherent Interference measurement 
The interference estimation is done by calculating the variance (3.14) of decision 
variable over the whole slot length. Therefore, if the change in channel gain over the 
slot length becomes comparable to the variance of interference plus noise, then 
interference estimator would become insensitive to any further decrease in interference 
power. Hence, SIR would saturate as observed for MRC and EGC (Figure 3.5). To test 
this hypothesis, interference estimation was performed for different mobile speeds, 
which changes the coherence time of channel. The results summarized in Figure 3.6, 
reinforced our hypothesis, as the interference estimator saturates at higher Eb/NO values 
for higher mobile speeds. But it performs very close to ideal estimator at lower mobile 
speeds. This hypothesis also derives strength from the observation that for MRC 
saturation occurs at lower Eb/NO as compared with EGC. Since the MRC is known to 
enhance the channel gains (3.9) which will further amplify any variation in the channel 
gain if there is any and will cause the variance to saturate at relatively lower value of 
Eb/No. 
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Figure 3.6 Interference estimation asjunction of mobile speed 
(MRC, QPSK, Single User, Bc=1.8MHz) 
This observation asks for reduction in length of estimation window adaptively 
according to the coherence time of channel, which reduces with increase in mobile 
speed. However, this may affect the reliability of non-coherent signal power estimator, 
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which requires larger estimation window size to average out the noise and interference 
added to desired signal. 
3.6.3 Instantaneous SIR Estimation Performance 
Since link adaptation is all about tracking the channel condition in real time, so it 
requires the instantaneous estimates of SIR rather its average values. There fore, 
suitability of any SIR estimator for adaptation purposes requires studying its 
instantaneous behaviour as well. In this section, instantaneous behaviour of the 
proposed SIR estimator is studied with reference to the ideal one. The slot length is 
kept same as calculated in Table 3-1. Instantaneous SIR is obtained using MRC. 
Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.9 demonstrate the results for Eb/N,, of lOdB, IMB and 25dB 
respectively. The same phenomenon is observed as in the preceding section. The error 
between non-coherent and ideal estimate becomes almost zero at Eb/N,, of 17 dB, it is 
positive prior to it and negative afterwards. 
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3.7 Summary 
In this chapter ground has been laid for studying link adaptation problem in MC- 
CDMA. Potential advantages of the link adaptation are introduced in general. The link 
adaptation has been divided among two major classes based upon the delay tolerance 
of targeted services. Different prevalent optimization criteria for both classes have 
been introduced. After having identified the importance of delay sensitive services in 
envisaged applications for 4G, this class of services has been chosen as our target for 
link adaptation. Moreover, this chapter identifies different available degrees of 
freedom in multi-carrier systems for link adaptation purposes. It also defines the scope 
of this study in broader sense and divides it into three phases: 1) power allocation over 
temporal domain, 2) power allocation over spectral domain and 3) the joint allocation 
of rate and power both over temporal as well as spectral domain. 
Furthermore, this chapter identifies SIR as suitable form of CSI for our study of link 
adaptation in MC-CDMA. It develops the SIR formulation to compute ideal SIR for 
different combining techniques in MC-CDMA. Towards the end, this chapter develops 
and validates a practical SIR estimator for MC-CDMA after conducting a 
comprehensive literature survey of published algorithms. During validation process, 
non-coherent SIR estimator is found to be sensitive to the mobile speed and this 
sensitivity amplifies in presence of MRC. 
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4.1 Introduction 
As we have learnt in chapter 2, the mobility of wireless receiver causes Doppler spread 
which in turn causes temporal domain fast fading. In narrowband communication 
systems employing FDMA or TDMA types of multiple access, the adaptation of 
transmission power over time is known as the counter measure to this fast fading [13] 
as well as an effective way of controlling the co-channel interference. Whereas, in 
wideband code division multiple access systems, employing correlation based 
receivers, it has got an additional role to play; the near-far effeCt 7 suppression [27-3 1 ]. 
SIR balancing type [32,33] of Transmit Power Control (TPC) has been identified as 
suitable for this purpose, which actually calls for channel inversion to achieve a 
constant received SIR at every receiver [27]. 
Therefore, MC-CDMA being a code division multiple access system requires TPC to 
mitigate the near-far effect, so that the transmitted power of mobile stations can be 
kept as low as required to maintain a reliable QoS. Transmit power control is also 
required to minimize the co-channel interference from other base stations and to 
7 In code division multiple access systems, all users share the same bandwidth and multiple access is 
achieved through the use of orthogonallnear orthogonal codes for each user. However, multipath 
fading phenomena is known to destroy the multiuser orthogonality especially in uplink. Therefore, in 
the absence of any power control mechanism the user closer to receiver dominate the distant ones, 
which is known as near-far effect. 
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counteract the fast fading effects. An ideal power control scheme would convert a 
Raleigh channel to AWGN. 
Transmit power control is the sub ect of this chapter which is actually power allocation j 
over time domain according to first phase of our overall plan 3.3. The main objectives 
of this chapter include; firstly, a brief review of contemporary literature to get an 
insight into time domain power allocation for a multi-carrier system with code division 
multiple access. Secondly, identification of any issues peculiar to TPC in multi-carrier 
nature of MC-CDMA, as TPC is a well studied phenomenon for single carrier spread 
spectrum systems otherwise. Finally, development and validation of an efficient and 
practical TPC mechanism is required, which can effectively control transmission 
power over temporal domain in MC-CDMA. 
This chapter is structured accordingly; starting with literature review of transmit-power 
adaptation over time in section 4.2. In the light of this review, an issue of with 
temporal domain power allocation in MC-CDMA is highlighted in section 4.3. Section 
4.4 puts forward a novel solution to the problem identified in the form of Band Based 
Power Control (BBPC), whereas, section 4.5 validates the underlying concept of 
BBPC by comparing its performance with other published techniques for this purpose. 
This section also studies the effects of different parameters on performance of BBPC. 
The parameters include the band size, channel coherence time, coherence bandwidth of 
channel, combining techniques, and the SIR estimation errors. 
4.2 Literature Review 
Although, there has been a significant amount of research work [27-31,33,87,103-108] 
reported for TPC in single carrier spread spectrum systems like W-CDMA, very few 
attempts have so far been published for MC-SS systems, as outlined below. Moreover, 
as it unfolds in the following paragraphs, most of the TPC literature for MC-SS targets 
MC-DS-CDMA systems, where every information symbol is transmitted over a single 
carrier as spreading is done over time. 
In [109] Jong-hyune observed that in MC-DS-CDMA systems, dynamically choosing 
the number of good sub-carriers to transmit the data symbol and employing the 
channel inversion type of power control over the selected sub-carriers improves the 
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overall BER performance. In order to realise the sub-carrier selection without 
compromising on the system throughput, authors have to decrease the spreading factor. 
However, authors found TPC useful only when the reduction in spreading factor is not 
significant; otherwise the diversity gain obtained through the dynamic selection of sub- 
carriers masks the gain achievable through TPC. 
Jarot [39] and Sigit et al. [40] introduced an Each Carrier Power Control (ECPC) 
concept where instead of assigning same power level to all sub-carriers, different 
power levels to every sub-carrier based upon the level of fading is proposed. ECPC is a 
most natural choice as every sub-carrier may undergo independent fading conditions 
based upon the delay spread of the channel. However, as we observed later in our 
study, ECPC requires a large bandwidth for the transmission of power control 
command. This may become unfeasibly high in MC-CDMA. 
Whereas in [ 110] Hamza et al. studied the performance of multistep TPC for MC-DS- 
CDMA and observed that multistep power control, where exact transmission power 
level (subject to quantization resolution) is determined and feedback by the receiver; 
outperforms the fixed step power control. In fixed step power control only one bit, 
power up or power down control command is generated by the receiver. 
The studies addressing TPC in MC-CDMA, so far comprise of [37,38,111,112]. The 
authors in [37,38] only establish a requirement for TPC in MC-CDMA rather than 
proposing any practicable TPC technique for it. Whereas [111] proposes a TPC 
mechanism which is not based on zero forcing or channel inversion, instead authors 
proposed to switch off the sub-carriers not meeting a threshold SNR criterion (i. e. 
jammed sub-carriers) and proportionally divide the fixed transmission power among 
other sub-carriers i. e. along frequency. 
In [112] Mizhou et al. proposed to integrate the Minimum Mean Square Error 
(MMSE) Successive Interference Cancelation (SIC) with a TPC mechanism. They 
chose equal BER as control metric for the basis of TPC- 
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4.3 Problem Identification 
In MC-CDMA, data is transmitted over several frequency carriers in parallel which 
may experience an un-correlated fading, depending upon the frequency selectivity of 
the channel. Therefore, unlike CDMA systems, a more comprehensive power control 
scheme is required for MC-CDMA. Ideally speaking, each of the sub-carriers would 
have to be dealt with separately for the precise controls over transmit power as 
proposed by ECPC [39,40]. ECPC had been shown to outperform the All Carrier 
Power Control (ACPC), where every sub-carrier is assigned the same transmission 
power level (determined by averaging the CSI over all sub-carriers) irrespective of 
actual CSI over different sub-carriers. However, the signalling bandwidth (used for 
transmission of power control commands) requirements of ECPC (Table 4-2) came out 
to be unfeasibly high (80%) for MC-CDMA, even for a simple fixed step power 
control. This undermines the useftilness of ECPC in MC-CDMA form a practical point 
of view. 
Keeping in mind the unfeasibly high signalling overhead associated with ECPC, a 
Band Based Power Control (BBPC) mechanism is proposed that exploits the 
coherence bandwidth information B, of channel. BBPC controls the power of a band of 
sub-carriers with single power control command, such that bandwidth occupied by the 
each band is less than B, It is demonstrated through simulations that against a nominal 
performance loss of less than 0.5dB, BBPC remedies the above stated limitation of 
ECPC that makes it a suitable and practically realizable TPC mechanism for MC- 
CDMA radio interface. 
4.4 Band Based Power Control 
As in MC-CDMA transmitter., each data stream is spread in frequency domain which 
later on modulates a band of Kmc sub-carriers. This band may consist of contiguous or 
non-contiguous sub-carriers depending upon the fact that whether or not frequency 
interleaving has been used (Figure 2.8). In the absence of frequency interleaving, the 
fading envelope over all Kmc sub-carriers will be highly correlated provided that the 
band-width occupied by them is less than coherence bandwidth of channel. That is 
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Kmc x Af << Bc 
Therefore, in such case, one single power control command is theoretically justified 
for a whole band of KmC adjacent sub-carriers lying within coherence bandwidth of 
channel. In this way, as compared to ECPC, signalling bandwidth requirement can be 
reduced by a factor of Kmc, without expecting any loss of performance. This is the 
basic underlying idea of band based power control (BBPC) as it is called, since it 
controls power over a band of sub-carriers rather than each individual sub-carrier. 
Figure 4.1 shows BBPC in closed loop in MC-CDMA uplink. 
However, two very basic concerns arise here, which apparently seem to undermine the 
whole idea of BBPC. Therefore, it deems necessary to resolve them here without going 
any further. They are as follows: 
1. In the absence of frequency interleaving when all of the constituent sub-carriers of 
a band are lying within the coherence bandwidth of the channel, the system will 
lose its frequency diversity. 
Actually, BBPC being a link adaptive technique is an alternative to diversity, as it 
can adapt the transmission power in response to time domain variation of fading 
channels and converts it into an effectively AWGN channel, so when BBPCjs 
place one can safely switch off frequency interleaving. However, this leads to the 
second concern; 
2. If diversity becomes unimportant in link adaptive MC-CDMA, then what is the 
purpose of frequency domain spreading, which otherwise, is the core difference 
between MC-CDMA and MC-DS-CDMA. 
Though, in the presence of an effective link adaptive mechanism, spreading may 
not be required to achieve diversity, however, it is required to make MC-CDMA 
robust against any narrow band jamming (impulse noise) or other cell interference. 
Having answered the concerns, we may continue with BBPC implementation model. It 
is implemented in multistep mode [ 110], where BBPC uses multi-level power control 
commands ýj. p 
(k) one for each band p of the jth users given by following equation. 
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yt (k) - SI Rj, p 
(k) 
ýj. 
p 
(k) = round 
'kpc 
1 
(4.2) 
Where SIRj, p(k) and yt(k) are received and target SIRs of jth user onpth band, 
measured in dB. The target SIR is chosen by the outer-loop power control8. 
These TPC commands accordingly adjust the transmit power Aj, p(k + 1) of jth user 
and pth band in the (k + 1) th frame by a multiple of minimum power excursion step 
size Atp, (nearest to the actual difference of received and target value of control index) 
as given by the following equation. 
ýj-p (k)xAtpc 
, ýj, p 
(k + 1) = ýj, p 
(k) 10 10 
Table 4-1 Signaling Overhead Analysisfor ECPC 
No Parameter SymbotlExper. Value 
1. Baseband modulation index q 2 
2. No. of information symbols per MC- CDMA symbol 
P 23 
3. Spreadingjactor Kmc 32 
4. Number of data sub-carriers N,, 736 
5. Slot length [MC-CDAIL4 symbols] ND 20 
6. Information bits per slot ND XPXq 920 
Assumingfixed step power control with one bit command 
7. Signaling Overhead 7361920 80% 
(4.3) 
8 The outer-loop power control operates within the Base Station, and is responsible for setting a target 
for the received SIR ftom each UE based upon block error rate (BLER) requirements for the service 
being carried [113,1141 - 
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Figure 4.1 Block diagramfor Band Based Power Control in downlink 
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4.5 Performance Analysis 
The BBPC concept is validated through a set of comprehensive simulations targeting 
different aspects, like its performance against ECPC and ACPC and its performance 
for different channel coherence bandwidths. BER and standard deviation of Power 
Control Error (PCE) are chosen to be the performance metrics for this comparison. In 
order to maintain causality of the system, one MC-CDMA symbol delay is assumed in 
the propagation of TPC commands back to transmitter. The MC-CDMA system 
specifications are kept same as given in Table 2-2 and parameters related to power 
control are mentioned in Table 4-2. Single user case is considered, as our main focus 
here is to compare BBPC performance against ECPC and ACPC. The SIR estimation 
is performed prior to de-spreading for simulations in section 4.5.1,4.5.2 and 4.5.3. 
Table 4-2 Simulation Parametersfor BBPC 
No Parameter 
1. Dynamic range9 
Symbol Value Unit 
PDR 80 dB 
2. Min. power excursion step lkpc .5 
dB 
3. Slot Size 
ND 20 Symbols 
TP 0.43 ms 
4. Multipath Delays 
Multipath Powers 
[0,230,400,500] [ns] 
[0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] [dB] 
6 Coherence Bandwidth of Channel 1.882 MHz 
4.5.1 BER Performance of BBPC 
First of all the BER performance of BBPC was investigated as function of target SIR 
at a constant channel fading rate characterized by mobile's normalized speed (fdTp) of 
0.0598 that corresponds to an average mobile speed of 30 Km/hr and power control 
period (Tp) of 0.43ms. BBPC is found to perform very close to ECPC (Figure 4.2). 
9 Dynamic range is parameter that determines the maximum allowed power excursion limit for the 
transmit power control mechanism. This is a safety measure in practical system to ensure the linear 
amplification in the power amplifiers. 
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Figure 4.2 BER performance comparison of BBPC with ECPC and A CPC 
(fdTp=0.0598, EGC, QPSK, Single User, Bc=1.882MHz) 
4.5.2 Effect of Band Size 
To have an insight into the behaviour of BBPC as function of bandwidth occupied by 
one band of sub-carriers; BER performance was studied while changing the number of 
sub-carriers per control band.. The normalised mobile speed, coherence bandwidth and 
SIR target (yt) were kept constant as 0.0598,1.8882 MHz and 10 dB respectively. 
Deterioration is observed in the performance (Figure 4.3) with increase in the band size. 
Initially, from one carrier per band (ECPQ to thirty-two carriers per band (BBPC), 
there is a negligible loss in BER performance. However, this loss increases abruptly 
when bandwidth occupied by sub-carriers under one TPC command (1.8022 MHz) is 
increased beyond the coherence bandwidth of the channel, which reinforces the very 
concept of BBPC. 
4.5.3 Effects of Channel Coherence Time 
Since for a TPC validation, its channel tracking ability is also a key metric, so it 
becomes essential to study BBPC performance as function of channel fading rate as 
well. This feature of BBPC is investigated and compared against ECPC and ACPC in 
Figure 4.4. The study reveals that although BER performance of ECPC and BBPC is 
nearly identical, ECPC outperforms its other two alternatives as far as its channel 
tracking ability is concerned. The standard deviation of PCE for all three TPC 
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techniques are appreciably different at low channel fading rates experienced by 
pedestrians (fdTp=0.00688). However, this performance difference diminishes with 
increase in fading rates and ultimately all three curves converge to a single asymptotic 
value of 4.5dB atfdTp=0.2. However, BBPC competes well with ECPC for a nominal 
performance loss of 0.27dB atfdTp=0.0598. 
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Figure 4.3 Effect of band size on BER performance of BBPC 
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4.5.4 Effects of Frequency Selectivity of Channel 
BBPC exploits the coherence bandwidth of the channel, therefore, to validate the 
BBPC as an effective TPC mechanism its performance must be studied under channels 
with different frequency selectivity, covering whole range of coherence bandwidths 
ranging from B, >> Af X KMC to Bc << Af X KMC. For simulation purposes, we 
considered IUT-PA3 [115] PDP as reference. In order to simulate channel with 
different coherence bandwidth' 0 representing typical channels used in UMTS [ 116] , 
only delay profile is changed and the power profile is kept constant as tabulated Table 
4-3. 
Table 4-3 Channels with dif ferent Coherence Bandwidths 
Channel 
Designator 
Channel Delay Profile 
[ns/ 
Channel Power Profile 
[dBI 
Bc 
[MHz] 
1. [0, 100, 150, 200] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 4.5295 
2. [0, 110, 190, 410] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 3.4603 
3. [0, 230, 400, 500] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 1.8882 
4. [0, 400, 700, 1000] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 1.0581 
5. [0, 700, 1000, 1500] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 0.6456 
6 [0, 805, 1400, 1700] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 0.5418 
The BER performance of BBPC using ideal as well as non-coherent SIR estimators is 
compared with the system lacking any TPC mechanism in Figure 4.5 whereas; Figure 
4.6 depicts the associated SNR gains. In absence of BBPC two different scenarios are 
simulated; one using the frequency interleaving and the other without it. MC-CDMA 
performance without BBPC is quite comprehensible in both cases (Figure 4.5). Its 
insensitivity to change in coherence bandwidth while employing the frequency 
interleaving can be attributed to the system ability to absorb the maximum available 
frequency diversity in all channels which is not the case without it, hence performance 
10 For UMTS indoor office model Bc=5.7MHz, andfor UMTS large office model Bc=2 MHz 
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deteriorates. However, with BBPC in place, two observations about BBPC 
performance can be readily made; 
1. It is severely affected by the use of non-coherent SIR estimation. 
2. It is almost opposite to the initial expectations, as deterioration in performance was 
expected with decrease in coherence bandwidth below Af X Kmc value (marked on 
the Figure 4.5) which is not the case. 
We postpone any further discussions on the first issue until the following section, 
where it is thoroughly studied. However, the 2 nd issue is resolved by the insight 
provided by Figure 4.7 where, cross correlation of sub-carrier#l with all other sub- 
carriers in the same TPC band is plotted in all channels. The cross correlation is found 
to reduce dramatically across the TPC band as we go from higher coherence 
bandwidth to lower. This decrease suggests an increase the frequency diversity within 
TPC band and is reflected in form of BER performance improvement. But at the same 
time, it deteriorates the power control accuracy, when measured in terms of standard 
deviation of received power (Figure 4.8). Therefore, although, this loss in power 
control accuracy is contributing constructively towards the BER gains in single user 
case, but it will be entirely opposite in multi-user scenario, where this fluctuation in 
power will increase MAI and hence will cause a considerable BER loss. Therefore, 
coherence bandwidth requirement imposed for an optimum performance of BBPC is 
still valid and in place. 
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4.5.5 Effects of Combining Techniques and SIR Estimation Errors 
So far, only EGC has been used as combining technique in the BBPC validation 
process; this section includes the MRC as well. The effects of SIR estimation errors on 
the performance of BBPC are studied for both of the combining techniques mentioned 
above. This study in divided into two sub activities. Initially, we look at the average 
response of BBPC in terms of BER performance and received SIR histogram and then 
a further insight is gained into its instantaneous response. 
4.5.5.1 Average Response of BBPC 
Although effect of SIR estimation errors on BER gains of BBPC can be seen in Figure 
4.6, picture is not complete there, as the gains were computed only at Eb/No of 14 dB. 
Therefore, to have a complete picture, the average response of BBPC to SIR 
estimation errors and combining techniques is studied here in form of BER versus 
SNR (Figure 4.9) and SIR histogram (Figure 4.10). Observations are as follows: 
1. Non-coherent SIR estimation reduces the achievable BER gainfor BBPC: As non- 
coherent SIR estimator requires large number of symbols to produce a reliable SIR 
estimate, therefore, any TPC mechanism based on such SIR estimator will be 
unable to correct the short duration fades which are quite frequent at higher mobile 
speeds as is the case here (fd = 139 Hz). Therefore, the inability of non-coherent 
SIR estimator to produce instantaneous SIR estimates on symbol-by-symbol basis 
can be identified as possible reason for this behaviour. This argument is further 
augmented by Figure 4.10, where higher standard deviation for SIR is observed in 
case non-coherent estimators. Anyhow, this loss will diminish at lower mobile 
speeds, where average fade durations are relatively longer than the present case. 
2. The effect of SIR estimation errors is non-linearfor different SNRs. - This behaviour 
can be easily attributed to the non-linearity observed (section 3.6.2) for non- 
coherent SIR estimates for both MRC and EGC. Therefore, non-linear high power 
requirements to achieve higher SIR targets, lead to this disaster. 
3. SIR estimation errors effect for BBPC are more profound with MRC: This 
observation can again be explained by the saturation of SIR estimator (section 
3.6.2) earlier in case of MRC as compared EGC. 
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4.5.5.2 Instantaneous Response of BBPC to SIR Estimation Errors and 
Combining Techniques 
In the rest of this section we look at the effects of SIR estimation errors and different 
combining techniques from another aspect; the instantaneous behaviour of achieved 
SIR in the presence of BBPC. Figure 4.11 -Figure 4.14 present the received SIR as 
function of time for ideal and non-coherent SIR estimators for MRC as well as EGC. 
The following observations can be made: 
1. Standard deviation of SIR is larger with non-coherent estimator: The underlying 
reason is same as identified in Observation# 1 in preceding section i. e. "the inability 
of non-coherent SIR estimator to produce instantaneous SIR estimates on symbol- 
by-symbol basis". 
9 Standard deviation of SIR for MRC is larger than EGC: The underlying reason is 
exaggerated behaviour of MRC to deal with any excursion in the power of received 
signal as compared to the EGC which is evident from SIR expressions computed 
for MRC and EGC in (3.6) and (3.7) respectively. 
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4.6 Summary 
In this chapter link adaptation assuming only one degree of freedom i. e. power 
allocation over time domain was considered. In this regard ECPC which asks to 
control power independently over each sub-carrier has been proposed in literature as 
an effective way of controlling transmission power in MC-DS-CDMA. However, the 
signalling bandwidth requirement of ECPC is found to be unfeasibly high (82% even 
with a lowest resolution of one bit per power control command) for any practical MC- 
CDMA system where spreading is done along frequency domain. Therefore, BBPC is 
proposed as an alternative which performs very close to ECPC but with signalling 
bandwidth requirement of as low as 2.5% 
Performance of BBPC was analysed and compared with ECPC and ACPC on the basis 
of BER and standard deviation of PCE and found to be very close to ECPC. As BBPC 
exploits the coherence bandwidth of radio channel to reduce its signalling overhead, 
therefore, BBPC performance was examined in different scattering environment with 
coherence bandwidth ranging from 4.5 MHz to 0.5418 MHz. Whereas the bandwidth 
occupied by one power control band defined by BBPC is 1.8MHz. In single user case, 
an improvement in BER performance of BBPC is observed with decrease in the 
coherence bandwidth of channel which apparently seems to negate the entire concept 
of BBPC. However, the standard deviation of PCE error. increases with the decrease in 
the coherence bandwidth which supports the BBPC concept. This observed increases 
in BER performance is expected to be reversed in multi-user case as explained in 
following chapters. 
Effect of SIR estimations errors and combining techniques is also studied on the 
average as well as instantaneous Performance of BBPC. In this respect, firstly, the 
non-coherent SIR estimation is found to reduce the achievable BER gains of BBPC as 
compared to situation when an ideal SIR estimator is used. Secondly, the effect of SIR 
estimation errors is found to be non-linear for different SNR regions. This non- 
linearity is more prominent with MRC. Finally, with non-coherent SIR estimator the 
standard deviation of received power is found to be much larger as compared to 
its 
ideal counterpart, which in turn is larger for MRC as compared to EGC. Therefore, 
EGC can be declared the suitable combining technique in presence of BBPC. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The delay spread of channel introduces frequency selectivity in channel response and 
manifests itself in variability of channel gains over frequency domain exactly in the 
same fashion as Doppler spread does over temporal domain. Therefore, link adaptation 
techniques in multi-carrier system have got an extra dimension to exploit i. e. 
variability of the channel over frequency domain. This is the subject of study in this 
chapter which is a natural extension to temporal domain power allocation studied in 
the preceding section. History of such spectral domain adaptation dates back to the 
success of OFDM systems in 1990s. 
The contribution of this chapter includes: 1) an exhaustive literature survey into 
Frequency Domain Power Allocation (FDPA) problem in spread spectrum multi- 
carrier systems. 2) The identification of a common problem with published solutions 
for FDPA in MC-CDMA, which limits their validity to low system loading conditions 
only. 3) A Band Based Frequency Domain Power Allocation (BBFDPA) proposal for 
alleviation of this problem and 4) Validation of BBFDPA concept in different 
scattering conditions. 
Chapter is organised as follows: section 5.2 places the subject of the study into context 
and thoroughly reviews the efforts made by other contemporaries in the area. In 
section 5.3, prospects for further contribution are identified. Section 5.4, introduces 
BBFDPA as an effective means of FDPA in MC-CDMA. Whereas, the section 5.5 
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analyses the performance of BBFDPA from different aspects and section 5.6 concludes 
the chapter. 
5.2 Literature Review 
For multi-carrier systems with channel information at transmitter, the problem of 
finding the optimal frequency domain power adaptation strategy has been extensively 
studied in the past. In this section we start with frequency domain power allocation for 
OFDM, which is the main constituent of any MC-SS system. Then we take it to MC- 
DS-CDMA where it is mostly studied as a sub-carrier allocation problem with power 
equally divided among all selected carriers. Finally a thorough account of frequency 
domain power allocation in MC-CDMA systems is given and critically analysed for 
any further prospects of contribution in the area. 
5.2.1 Frequency Domain Power Allocation in OFDM systems 
In case of CSI known at transmitter, the spectral efficiency of single user OFDM 
systems is shown [41,42,83,117,118] to increase substantially by adapting the rate 
and/or power in accordance with CSI. The spectral efficiency is maximized when the 
transmit power is adapted using Water-filling policy. Whereas, Goldsmith et al. 
[20,119,120] demonstrate that even sub-optimal constant power Water-filling solutions 
perform very close to Water-filling as long as the optimal bandwidth is used. 
Similarly, a near optimal but much simpler ordered sub-carrier selection and bit 
loading algorithm was presented in [ 12 1 ]. 
In a single user OFDM system, the performance improvement is owed to the spectral 
diversity. On the contrary, in a multi-user OFDMA environment, users may undergo 
independent fading owing to the spatial diversity. Therefore, in multi-carrier systems 
like OFDMA, the probability that channel response on a certain carrier frequency will 
be same for all users becomes very low. This is true especially when the number of 
simultaneously active users is high. This phenomena leads to what is called multi-user 
diversity [122]. Hence, in a multi-user OFDMA system, the multi-user and spectral 
diversity are jointly exploited through frequency domain power allocation [43-48] and 
further improvement is observed compared to single user OFDM systems. 
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While the FDPA techniques reviewed above need CSI, what if it is not available or the 
channel is changing too rapidly to be tracked? The answer is provided by Guan et al. in 
[45] where they use the long term statistics of the channel for FDPA purpose and 
demonstrate improvement in BER performance. 
5.2.2 Frequency Domain Power Allocation in MC-DS-CDMA 
In MC-SS systems, unlike OFDMA, the multiple access is accomplished by using 
spreading codes (frequency or/and time) and each user is supposed to use the whole of 
the bandwidth all the time. Therefore, the exploitation of multi-user diversity has 
hardly been the subject of research into link adaptation for MC-SS systems. 
In literature, sometimes the problem of frequency domain power allocation is restricted 
to only Dynamic Carrier Allocation (DCA) issue. For example, Yun et al. [123], 
improves the BER performance of MRC-MC-DS-CDMA11 [124] system in forward 
link using the DCA algorithm. They propose that instead of identical DS waveforms 
being transmitted over a number of sub-channels in parallel, each user's DS waveform 
should be transmitted over the user's favourite sub-channel that has the largest fading 
amplitude among all the sub-channels. However, Lok et al. [125,126] has formulated 
the same issue in form of an optimization problem. Lagrange Multiplier method is 
used to minimize the total transmitter power by varying the powers of the carriers of 
the users so that all users achieve their own target SINRs, if possible. Interestingly, 
when total users are equal to or less than the total number of sub-carriers, MRC-MC- 
DS-CDMA converges to FDMA with optimal frequency assignment. However, if the 
number of users is large then each user tends to choose more than one sub-carrier not 
undergoing a deep fading as proposed by Yun [123]. 
Kim and Tamura et al. [ 109,127] propose a DCA technique for MC-DS-CDMA system 
[77,78]. The algorithm selects sub-carriers good for a specific user based on received 
SNR and then adopts the processing gain accordingly, to meet the user data rate 
11 This is an initial form of MC-DS-CDMA system, where a data sequence spread by a narrowband signature 
sequence modulates M sub-carriers. The receiver provides a correlatorfor each sub-carrier, and the output of the 
correlators is combined with Maximal Ratio Combining In order to distinguish it from present day AfC-DS- 
CDMA we will refer it asAIRC MC-DS-CDAM. 
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requirements. However, it keeps the chip duration constant. Hence, it has to transmit 
more than one data symbols (according to total number of available good sub-carriers) 
per sub-carrier. This may be regarded as a simple adaptive scheme that only turns the 
sub-carriers on or off. However, they have shown a substantial BER performance gain 
over non-adaptive MC-DS-CDMA. 
The techniques [109,123,125,126] reviewed above are optimal for MC-DS-CDMA 
downlinks realised with orthogonal spreading codes only where MAI is not an issue. 
However, in MC-DS-CDMA uplinks, where users are asynchronous and random 
signatures are normally used, an MAI aware link adaptation strategy is required which 
is provided by Qingxin et al. [128,129]. They proposed an MC-DS-CDMA system 
where data sub-streams hop over sub-channels. The hopping patterns are adaptively 
adjusted to the CSI. This algorithm allows multiple data streams from the same user 
hop to the same sub-carrier. Hence each data stream needs to be spread with different 
spreading codes. The problem of determining the optimal hopping pattern is 
formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem, for which an efficient algorithm 
is designed to maximize the user SINR over each selected sub-carrier. 
However, due to requirements of a large number of orthogonal spreading codes and 
long convergence time, the above technique loses its importance for real practicable 
MC-DS-CDMA systems with an appreciable loading. Hai et aL in [130], provides a 
sub-optimal MAI aware sub-carrier allocation solution where each user in downlink 
measure its CSI and feed it back to the base station. The base station then allocates the 
channel to different users in a coordinated fashion. This technique alleviates the 
problems encountered in [128,129]. 
5.2.3 Frequency Domain Power Allocation in MC-CDMA 
In MC-CDMA spreading is done in the frequency domain hence, the same symbol is 
transmitted over many sub-carriers in order to exploit the available frequency diversity 
offered by frequency selective nature of multi-path radio channel. This makes the 
power allocation bit tricky in MC-CDMA systems. A thorough study of literature 
targeting FDPA problem for MC-CDMA reveals that published contributions can be 
readily classified under two different categories: non-coherent and coherent ones. In 
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the later case, CSI is available and exploited at the transmitting end whereas, this is not 
case in former situation. As the intelligent power allocation is not possible in non- 
coherent case, therefore, the FDPA problem reduces to frequency hopping issue only 
in this case. 
5.2.3.1 Non-coherent Dynamic Sub-carrier Allocation 
In [131], Elkashlan incorporated the frequency hopping [132] in MC-CDMA system 
downlink. He divided the whole available bandwidth into many non-overlapping 
groups. Each user is allowed to hop to any of these groups. However, within each 
group an MC-CDMA modem is used for transmission. Since no CSI is assumed at the 
transmitter, two frequency hopping techniques (Random and Coordinated) are used. In 
the coordinated hopping scheme, the number of users hopping to same group of 
carriers is equalized. Both FH-MC-CDMA approaches outperform the conventional 
MC-CDMA with coordinated approach giving better results than the random one. 
In [133], Elkashlan improves his own work [131]. This time authors have considered 
FH-MC-CDMA uplink. However, now they have improved by using frequency 
interleaving on top of FH in MC-CDMA. Now the carriers in different groups are 
interleaved. The interleaving depth is exactly equal to the total number of carrier 
groups. This interleaved FH-MC-CDMA is shown to outperform MC-CDMA system 
even in the presence of uncorrelated fading over each sub-carrier. 
5.2.3.2 Coherent Sub-carrier and Power Allocation 
In [49] a modified maximum ratio combining (MRC) technique called controlled MRC 
is proposed that incorporates power control for MC-CDMA systems. A threshold is set 
to cut off deep fading sub-carriers. The optimal value of the threshold has been 
obtained by simulation and the improvement of the proposed method over 
conventional MRC has also been demonstrated by simulation. However, after having 
switched off the sub-carriers below threshold, the total power is distributed equally 
among remaining sub-carriers. This approach, however, results in outage when 
channel gains of all sub-carriers are below the threshold level. This situation is only 
acceptable to delay tolerant traffic. The provided solution is a crude application of 
Water-filling type of power allocation solutions proposed long ago [41] for simplest 
single user OFDM systems. However, the authors fail to identify MAI enhancement 
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character of such power allocation in MC-CDMA, which is thoroughly explained in 
following section. Therefore, the proposed solution is applicable only to partially 
loaded MC-CDMA systems. 
Compared with [49], Z. Jianming and Y. Bar-Ness [50] derived the optimal power 
allocation algorithm for each user instead of on-off control scheme only. The optimal 
power allocation co-efficient turned out to be maximum eigenvalue eigenvector of 
modified projection matrix orthogonal to the interference signal subspace. Though 
authors have formulated problem for finding optimal power coefficients for sub- 
carriers in the presence of MAI interference, they made a major simplification leading 
to an MAI=O assumption. Therefore, again the solution found is optimal under lightly 
loaded system where MAI--O is a valid assumption. Moreover, authors have compared 
the performance of their project matrix based receiver against MRC receiver structure 
which is not a suitable combiner in uplink at all [ 134]. 
In [5 1] the transmission power is adapted in frequency and/or time domain in response 
to channel variations. With frequency domain power adaptation, authors propose to 
allocate the transmission power over N' (I< N' -< 
N) strongest sub-carriers rather than 
over all possible N sub-carriers. They examine the effect of choosing N' on the 
performance of the frequency domain power adaptation scheme and find that there 
exists an optimal N' that minimizes the average BER. In the time domain, they 
consider adapting the transmission power so that desired signal strength at the receiver 
output maintains at a fixed level. They also analyse the BER performances of 
frequency domain, time domain and simultaneous frequency time domain power 
adaptations with an average transmission power constraint. Their results show that the 
frequency domain and the time domain power adaptation schemes outperform the non- 
adaptive. Authors have applied the same frequency domain power allocation scheme 
as presented in [49] and hence, suffers from the same problem of increased MAI at 
higher system loads. 
Li [135] applies the stochastic ruler optimization algorithm [136] to the sub-channel 
allocation problem in a multi-user pseudo MC-CDMA system where multiple access 
method is OFDMA. MC-CDMA is used over each OFDM band of sub-carriers to 
exploit the frequency diversity rather than a multiple access scheme. Therefore, each 
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sub-channel is exclusively occupied by a single user and MAI=O. Though, this 
technique improves performance but at cost of reduced spectrum efficiency. 
In [137], Sampath have tried a very crude kind of power control known as ACPC [138] 
on top of dynamic carrier selection. Based on the number of suitable sub-carriers and 
the data requirements of a particular user, he has proposed OVSF (Orthogonal 
Variable Spreading Factor) allocation to different users. However, use of OVSF limits 
the total system capacity to one half of the original MC-CDMA system. 
5.3 Problem Identification 
Summarising the above discussion, it can be concluded that FDPA problem has been 
exhaustively studied for OFDMA and MC-DS-CDMA, resulting in some optimal 
solutions for these systems. However, MC-CDMA is yet without any comprehensive 
solution for the problem so far. Though, some valuable attempt have been made in 
this respect, but majority of authors [49,51,57,135,137] neglected the MAI issue in 
MC-CDMA. They have exploited the Code Division Multiple Access nature of the 
system and have proposed carrier based Water-filling type of single user power 
allocation (CBPA). Although in [50], authors considered the presence of MAI while 
formulating the problem, but later on made a major simplification by assuming the 
total number of carriers much larger than number of simultaneously active users. In 
this way they have manoeuvred around the MAI problem, without solving it. 
Contrary to OFDMA, which is a MAI free system and MC-DS-CDMA, where MAI is 
not related to the frequency selectivity of the channel; MC-CDMA has a strong 
dependence of MAI upon the frequency selectivity of the channel [139]. This can be 
seen through the cross correlation term in the denominator of SIR expression of 
conventional MC-CDMA (3.6) given below for quick reference. 
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vector jHjt, P,? n(i)j. 
' 
will not be identical. This will cause MAI through m=0,1,2 ... KMC-1 
non-zero cross-correlation term. This MAI is further enhanced when Water-filling 
CBPA vector is applied, which lowers SIR dramatically in higher loading 
conditions. 
The CBPA solutions, which attempt to allocate more power to good sub-carriers in 
Water-filling fashion, cause an additional loss in multiuser orthogonality. Hence, are 
not applicable to MC-CDMA in considerable system loading conditions. The problem 
of frequency domain power allocation, hence, needs to be addressed thoroughly. 
5.4 Band Based Frequency Domain Power Allocation 
Keeping in view the underlying problem of MAI in MC-CDMA associated with 
frequency domain power allocation, we propose a novel BBFDPA technique that not 
only adapts power over frequency but also preserves orthogonality among users. 
5.4.1 The Concept 
The BBFDPA aims at maintaining the multiuser orthogonality in MC-CDMA while 
adapting to the link conditions by changing transmission power over frequency. In 
order to achieve this aim,, BBFDPA scheme divides the available transmission 
bandwidth Af x N,, into K smaller bands with N adjacent sub-carriers in each band 
such that 1 :! ý N !: _: 
ý K12 MC as well as 
Af xN << Bc. This architecture will be referred 
as BB-MC-CDMA in the sequel to distinguish it from conventional MC-CDMA. Thus, 
the sub-carriers within each band of BB-MC-CDMA will undergo highly correlated 
fading leading to a situation where all components of lHjt, p, m 
(, )12 are 
m=0,1,2 ... N 
identical and hence Aj, p, l 
= llj, p, 2 11j, p, N. Therefore for BB-MC-CDMA the MAI 
term becomes zero as shown below: 
N-1 i 
Fjt, 
p IHjr, p(i)l' 
m=O j= it 
Filp 
aj, p(i)dj -0 (5.2) 
II - the spreadingjactor in conventional non-adaptive MC-CDMA system 
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Hence, SIR effectively reduces to SNR and can be written as. 
12 p EN-1 IH"P, 
m 
(, ) 12 
SNR ýIRC (j) = 
[ýN 
m=O j (5.3) 
j "P 
12 j, p W 
This will enable N orthogonal users to share each of these bands without undergoing 
any loss in their orthogonality due to frequency selectivity of channel and will justify 
the assumption of MAI 0. Therefore, BB-MC-CDMA is a hybrid of 'K' FDMA 
bands each one shared by N users in MC-CDMA fashion. The conceptual difference of 
MC-CDMA and BB-MC-CDMA is illustrated through Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. 
In short, BBFDPA proposes the following modifications to the conventional structure 
of MC-CDMA: 
1. Chips from same information symbol after spreading should modulate the band of 
N contiguous sub-carriers. i. e no frequency interleaving should be used. 
2. Dynamic change in spreading factor N in response to the change in scattering 
environment, more specifically the delay spread of radio channel such that 
Af xN << B,. 
3. Each of these bands shall then be treated as an equivalent sub-carrier with a 
channel gain averaged over all N sub-carriers in the band for transmission power 
adaptation purposes, as all of them undergo highly correlated fading. 
Time 
uency 
Figure 5.1 Spreading in BB-MC-CDMA employing BBFDPA 
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Time 
equncy 
Code 
Figure 5.2 Spreading in conventional MC-CDMA 
(colors represent the users with orthogonal codes) 
5.4.2 Problem Formulation 
Let the matrices A(i) = tAjk (0 lAjk W [0,0], Vj, kj and S(O = 
tSjk W ISjk (0 
[0, I], Vj, ksuch that 
1, llj k(i) : ý- 0 (5.4) 
9 % 
(i) = 
lo, 
oterwsie 
represent the band power and band selection index respectively over ith frame. 
Whereas the suffixes j, k represent kth band of /h user. Furthermore, the modulation 
index over each of these bands is represented by QM qjk (i) I qjk (i) 
[0,2,4p ... 1092 MI, V j, k) with 0 and M being the maximum power and modulation 
order allowed on a single band. Using this nomenclature, the set constraints can be 
summarized as follows: 
Rate constraint: Frequency domain rate adaptation is not performed and each 
selected band bears "q" information bits. Furthermore, user data rate requirement 
remains fixed over time and every active user transmits qxP information bits per 
OFDM symbol, as was the case in non-adaptive MC-CDMA. Semantically 
speaking : 
qj 1 G) -= qj2(i) ------qjK 
(i) 
=q (5.5) 
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K-1 lk=O 
qjk (i)=qxP Vij (5.6) 
Or equivalently, 
K-1 
s (i) = i 
lk=O 
Sik(i) =P Vi, j (5.7) 
2. Transmission power constraint: transmit power along frequency can vary. 
However, it is fixed to unity along time direction. i. e. 
ZK-1 
k=O lljk(i) =1 Vipi 
(5.8) 
3. Multiple access constraint: No more than N users can share the same band. 
J-1 
Sk W --= 
Yj=o 
Sik W !ýN Vi, k (5.9) 
With these constraints assumed, the instantaneous system BER VI(i) given by (5.10) 
remains a fair object function to be minimized. 
IP (i) =1 
I]-1, K- 1'Pjk 
(i) 
JX-. i j=O k=O 
(5.10) 
Since, MAI approaches to statistical zero, over each band in BB-MC-CDMA (5.5), 
BER can be written as function of band SNR as given below 
)jk WQ 13 
Where H2= 
[_IEN-1 IHi, 
k, m 
(0 12 is the overall channel power gain for khband and jk N 7n=o 
I 
is used as Band Quality Indicator (BQI) for adaptation purpose, whereas, a, ' is the 
processed noise power after the combiner. The above equation shows that 
1 oo t2 
Q(x) = -f' e- 2 at 27r 
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minimization of system BER is actually the maximization of received SNR through 
optimization of multiuser frequency domain power allocation matrix A(i) for any 
instantaneous multiuser channel gain matrix H2 (i). The findings of [46] suggest that 
even Equal Power Allocation (EPA) among suitably selected bands of a user performs 
close to optimal power allocation solution. This means that BER minimization under 
given constraints (5.7)-(5.9) converges to optimization of S(i) such that 
Ilik (i) 
Sik (i) t- 0 Vi, k (5.12) 
oterwsie 
5.4.3 Optimum Band Allocation 
According to (5.7), P bands are required for each user in order to meet its data rate 
requirements and only N out of J active user can be accommodated on each of the K 
bands (5.9). Hence, optimum band allocation becomes a version of well known set 
portioning problem, where (P = 
fklk C fO, 1,2.... K- 1), K ! "I is to be partitioned N 
into J subsets flj (i) such that 
J-i 
j=O 
flj (i) (5.13) 
and cardinality of every f1j (i) =P as well as Vk < N. Where, Vk is defined as the 
number of subsets containing same value of k. Since, the sub-sets flj are not disjoint 
for N>1, therefore, this problem of set partitioning becomes very complex and 
computationally extensive to solve. The size of solution space for such a problem with 
J users, N,, = 128 and N= 16 has been shown [ 13 5] to be 
j 
(NU) 
> 1020 
N 
(5.14) 
Therefore, a heuristic approach of Stochastically Fair Band Allocation (SFBA) has 
been adopted to solve this problem and leave the optimal band allocation to next 
chapter. Where, this problem is solved assuming more degrees of freedom i. e. 
frequency domain power allocation combined with rate adaptation. 
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5.4.4 Stochastically Fair Band Allocation 
At every adaptation period Tp, SFBA selects users randomly, from the set of active 
users (11) , and 
lets them choose their favourite bands subject to (5.9) until condition 
(5.7) is met. Any band k with BQI above a threshold value BQI'h is considered 
favourite for the jth user. We start with BQIth=l, however, to overcome the outage 
drawback of [49] as mentioned earlier, it is lowered in steps of A until required P 
bands are selected by the user. SFBA converges and guarantees long term fairness 
among users. Logical flow chart for SFBA is given in Figure 5.3 
5.5 Performance Analysis of SFBA 
Generally, the system simulation parameters remain same as outlined in the Table 2-2. 
However, only MRC is used combining technique until otherwise specified. 
5.5.1 Effect of Channel Delay Spread on Choice of Spreading Factor 
Firstly, in order to validate the underlying hypothesis of BBFDPA, we have studied its 
BER performance as function of N, in different scattering envirom-nents (Table 5-1). 
The results (Figure 5.5) show a sharp improvement in system BER performance when 
value of N is decreased below Nh at system load of five users. The value of Nth itself 
decreases with decrease in channel coherence bandwidth. This observation reinforces 
our hypothesis (reduction in spreading factor such that Nx Af << B, preserves 
orthogonality among users) and asks for channel aware change in spreading factor to 
overcome the MAI issue in adaptive MC-CDMA. Interestingly, the optimum value of 
N (which minimizes BER in the given scenario) is found to be I for all channel 
realizations. This observation promotes OFDMA as a better candidate rather than MC- 
CDMA as long as CSI is known at transmitter. However, spread spectrum nature of 
BB-MC-CDMA might be advantageous to suppress Other Cell Interference (in multi- 
cell scenario) and narrow band interference especially in highly loaded system where 
freedom to manoeuvre around such jammed sub-carriers will be lesser. 
On the other hand, at N=Kmc (i. e. 32), the BER is the poorest for channel with smallest 
B,. This observation reinforces our argument that larger frequency selectivity of the 
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channel enhances the vulnerability of system to MAI with increase in system load. 
This is more profoundly visible at full system load of thirty two users (Figure 5.5). 
SJxK ==OJxK 
jj Ijc 10,1,2,.. J - III 
(D Ik Ikc: fO, 1,2,.. K -III 
A 
MY PICK JG 
BQlth=l 
Find all k E=- (D 
Such that 
H2 > BQI ik - th 
)& (Sjk 
No 
Yes 
(D= (D- * 
NO 
A 
ri = ri - 
. 
ý2 
arg max jk 
k 
- 
Sk Sjk 
Yes 
* =1 
( 
No 
Sj k 
-I--- es 
Figure 5.3 Stochastically Fair BandAllocation Algorithm 
Table 5-1 Channel Delay Profiles 
Channel Relative Delays [ns/ Relative Powers fdBI BC [MHz] 
Ch2 [0,110,190,410] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 3.46 
Ch4 [0,400,700,1000] [0, -9.7, -19.2, -22.8] 1.06 
BranE 
[0,138.9,312.5,711.8, [-4.90, -0.28,0.10, -5.42, - 0.81 
1284.7,1753.5] 13.45, -20.92] 
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Figure 5.5 Effect delay spread over choice of N underfull loading 
(fd=33.36Hz, MRC, QPSK, EbINo=]2dB, usersý32) 
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5.5.2 Effect of System Loading on BER Performance 
Using N=Nlh in BRAN-E channel, we compare the BBFDPA performance against a 
typical CPBA solution [49-51] and also against a non-adaptive MC-CDMA with bit 
interleaving [140] scheme. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.6. BER as a function 
of system load is chosen as the performance metric. It can be seen that interleaving 
improves system performance as compared to a conventional MC-CDMA system but 
only at lower system loads where diversity gain achieved by interleaving is more as 
compared to the additional MAI caused. However reverse becomes true for higher 
system loads. Similarly, CPBA outperforms the non-adaptive MC-CDMA at low 
system loads and its performance deteriorates sharply with system load which can be 
attributed to MAI enhancement by carrier based power allocation as explained earlier. 
However, in case of BBFDPA the system load has almost negligible effect on 
performance until an appreciable system loading of 62%. Beyond this load, BBFDPA 
performance decreases gracefully due to decreased available bandwidth for frequency 
adaptivity. However, even at full system load, the BER performance stays at a 
reasonable value of 4xl 0-4 for Eb/No=12dB and maximum Doppler shift of 
fd=33.36Hz in BRAN-E channel. 
In Figure 5.7, BER performance is studied as a function of SNR and a comparison is 
drawn between BBFDPA and non-adaptive MC-CDMA using frequency interleaving. 
It can be seen that performance of BBFDPA (with system loading of 50%) is 
remarkably higher than a single user non-adaptive MC-CDMA. Another rather 
interesting behaviour of BBFDPA is observed at lower Eb/No values, where it has 
outperformed the non-adaptive MC-CDMA performance even in non fading AWGN 
channel. This can be attributed to the SNR gains offered by the adaptive selection of 
bands to BBFDPA as illustrated by the pdf of received SNR with different band sizes 
(Figure 5.8). 
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5.5.3 Performance Comparison with a Bench Mark 
In the end to bench mark the performance of SFBA, we compare its performance 
against Amplitude Carving Greedy (ACG) algorithm [47]; a near optimum but highly 
efficient sub-carrier allocation algorithm published for OFDMA. For this purpose, 
BBFDPA was performed using SFBA as well as Amplitude Carving Greedy Band 
Allocation (ACGBA). Results are summarized in Figure 5.9. Both of these algorithms 
appear to be complementary in nature as system loading is increased from minimum to 
maximum. This trend is quite comprehensible as SFBA chooses users randomly and 
allows the chosen users to select their favourite bands among the unoccupied ones or 
under-loaded 14 bands, whereas the ACG algorithm selects the bands randomly and 
then allocate them to a user with best channel gain on them, until bandwidth 
requirement of all users is met. Therefore, we can say that ACG exploits the multiuser 
diversity, whereas SFBA hunts frequency diversity. Hence, at lower system loading 
SFBA out performs ACG, however, it suffers at higher system loading conditions 
where choosing the best sub-carriers becomes more difficult for the users coming later 
in the queue to choose their sub-carriers. However, ACG being amplitude greedy, 
140' band is said to be under-loaded at ith instance of time as long as Sk 
W 
-= 
Zjj=o Sjk W !! ý NVi, k 1 
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assigns bands to users with best response on them. This will introduce a certain level 
of discrimination among user, ACG would not allocate the bands to users with poor 
channel response till the very end. But, SFBA don not discriminate among users and 
chooses them randomly. Hence, in ergodic sense, over long time all of the users will 
get equal opportunity to select their best sub-carriers that is why it is called 
Stochastically Fair. Therefore, SFBA is more suitable for delay sensitive services 
where fairness among users has often got a higher priority. 
10- 1 
- 10 
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V 
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ACGB 
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Z 
--------------- -- 
--------------- -- 
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------------ -------------------- ----------------- 
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Figure 5.9 Performance comparison of SFBA against A CGBA 
(fd=33.36Hz, MRC, QPSK, BranE Channel, EhINo=9.5dB) 
5.6 Computational Complexity of SFBA 
The worst-case 15 computational complexity of SFBA corresponds to a situation where 
H each of J users has to select P favourite (with highest values of li,? ) bands. The k 
complete algorithm is shown in Figure 5.3 and the complexity can accordingly be 
computed on the standard lines [141,142]. The algorithm first sorts the user's channel 
gains which amounts to a complexity of O(jKlogK). Then the algorithm cycles 
through the favourites list of each user, which requires P iterations for every user. 
Therefore the overall complexity of algorithm can be written as 0 (IK log K+ JP). 
ull 
15fi 
x loaded system 
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5.7 Summary 
It is shown that unlike OFDMA, which is a MAI free system and MC-DS-CDMA 
where MAI is not related to the frequency selectivity of the channel 16 , MC-CDMA has 
a strong dependence of MAI upon the frequency selectivity of the channel. Therefore, 
CBPA techniques, which substantially improve the performance in OFDMA and MC- 
DS-CDMA cannot be generalized to MC-CDMA, as they causes an excessive loss to 
multi-user orthogonality in MC-CDMA. Hence, it is proposed to use the BBFDPA 
scheme for MC-CDMA, which not only perform frequency domain power allocation 
but also preserves orthogonality among users and keeps MAI to its statistical minimum 
by intelligently reducing its spreading factor in accordance with delay spread of radio 
channel. BBFDPA scheme divides the available transmission bandwidth Af x N,, into 
K smaller bands with N adjacent sub-carriers in each band such that 1<N< 
Kmc as well as Af XN << B, BBFDPA performs power allocation over bands rather 
than sub-carriers as was the case in CBPA. BBFDPA is shown to outperform the 
existing CBPA schemes derived by ignoring the MAI enhancements caused by power 
allocation in MC-CDMA. 
However, following the findings of Yu et al. in [46], problem of FDPA is reduced to 
band allocation with power equally divided among selected bands. Furthermore, the 
optimum band allocation (OBA) is found to be extremely intractable as size of the 
solution space is shown to grow [135] beyond 1010 even for N,, =128 and N=16. 
Therefore, a heuristic approach, Stochastically Fair Band Allocation (SFBA) has been 
proposed, and optimal power allocation is left to the following chapter, where it is 
solved assuming more degrees of freedom i. e. frequency domain power allocation 
combined with rate adaptation. 
BBFDPA scheme is shown to maintain a single user performance even at a system 
load of 62%, beyond which its BER performance undergoes graceful degradation. But 
even then it stays at a reasonably acceptable value of 4xI 0-4 at Eb/No = l2dB in a 
typical outdoor mobile channel for a mobile speed of 10 Km/hr. 
16 due to system design requirement offlatfading over each sub-carrier 
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Joint Rate and Power Allocation 
over Time and Frequency 
6.1 Introduction 
In last chapter we studied the problem of frequency domain power allocation under 
constraints of. 1) constant transmission power over time, 2) fixed user data rate and 3) 
fixed bit loading over each selected band of subcarriers. Consequently, the bandwidth 
requirement of every user was also fixed and same over time. However, the findings of 
[52-54] suggest joint adaptation over temporal and spectral domains, especially, when 
total degrees of freedom are limited over one or both domains. Following, these 
findings, this chapter leads to the quest for link adaptation one step further and studies 
the power allocation along both temporal and spectral domain. Therefore, in contrast to 
last chapter, MC-CDMA symbol power is allowed to vary over time as well. However, 
this relaxation in the temporal adaptation of power suggests that link adaptation should 
involve the joint adaptation of both rate and power [35]. Therefore, the main motive of 
this chapter is to comprehensively study problem of link adaption for MC-CDAIL4 in 
ftequency-time domain involving both rate and power with an assumption of perfect 
availability of error free CSI at transmission end. 
Contributions to this chapter include (1) an extensive survey into the contemporary 
literature about rate and power allocation in frequency flat as well frequency selective 
radio channels over temporal and/or spectral domains. (2) Identification of potential 
areas where further contribution can be made. (3) Proposal for Joint Rate and Power 
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Allocation over Time-Frequency (JRPATF) in MC-CDMA. (4) Comparison of 
JRPATF against spectral domain power allocation as studied in preceding chapter 
This chapter is organised as follows; section 6.2 conducts a literature survey into the 
relevant area. In the light of this survey, section 6.3 identifies some potential issues 
that make rate adaptation in MC-CDMA a tricky business. Section 6.4 finds the band 
based architecture introduced in the preceding section, inherently suitable for the 
problem at hand. Therefore, it extends to Joint Rate and Power Allocation over Time- 
Frequency (JRPATF). It formulates and solves the problem in form of transmit power 
minimization problem under a constraint of fixed QoS requirement. Whereas, the rate 
and power are allowed to vary over time as well frequency. Section 6.5 demonstrates 
the JRPATF algorithm in operation and compares its performance against the simpler 
versions of link adaptation presented in preceding chapter. Section 6.6 concludes the 
chapter. 
6.2 Literature Review 
Adaptive modulation is a powerful technique to increase spectral efficiency or 
alternatively to minimize the system transmit power. It has been applied to flat fading 
channels as well as to multicarrier time-invariant channels. Specifically, adaptive 
modulation in flat fading [20,22] involves optimizing the transmit power and rate over 
time targeting the maximization of spectral efficiency under fixed average transmit 
power constraint. Similarly, adaptive modulation for time invariant multi-carrier [119] 
channels involves optimizing transmit power and rate over the different sub-carriers to 
maximize spectral efficiency under fixed total transmit power (at each time instant) 
constraint. However, [52-55] demonstrated the effectiveness of joint adaptation over 
time and frequency as compared to time or frequency domain adaptation. In [52], 
authors have observed that two dimensional adaptation is particularly useful when 
degrees of freedom along one of the dimensions (time or frequency) are limited, which 
is usually the case in practical systems. 
While scope of the above contributions is limited only to single user OFDM, where 
only temporal and spectral diversity of radio channel is exploited, authors of 
[43,44,46,47,143] have extended the study of two dimensional link adaptation to 
multi-user OFDMA, where multi-user diversity is another dimension to be exploited. 
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Therefore, in multi-user, multi-carrier systems, temporal, spectral and multi-user 
diversity are to be exploited simultaneously to realise an optimal adaptive transmission 
policy, which becomes increasingly complex to solve. Nonetheless, it shows 
appreciable gains in spectral efficiency as compared to single user systems. 
Authors of [46,143] considered the maximization of system throughput under a fixed 
power budgetfor promised QoS. Whereas, Cheong et al. [43] solved it from a different 
perspective and came up with a state of the art solution. They minimized the average 
system transmit power (over time and ftequency) under a certain rate and QoS 
requirement. They formulated their problem as a convex optimization [144] problem 
and used Lagrange Relaxation technique to solve it. However, their efforts to exploit 
the full extent of centralized resource allocation proved to be computationally very 
extensive and convergence speed of their algorithm is very slow. This problem is 
alleviated by Kiwanc et al. in [47] where they have come up with a computationally 
efficient solution for the above problem. 
This success of adaptive rate and power allocation along time as well as frequency in 
OFDMA systems lead many researchers to study it for MC-CDMA systems as well. 
While, Chatter et al. [145] tests suitability of different types of modulation schemes for 
MC-CDMA, some others have resorted to rate adaption over temporal domain only 
with constant transmission power. This category includes [146], where they calculate 
the suitable modulation index based on average (over all carriers) SNR criterion. 
Authors of [147] relaxed its frequency domain rate adaptation but again with constant 
transmission power at each time instant. 
The authors of [56,57], however, targeted the problem of joint rate and power 
adaptation over tempro-spectral domain. Lestable et al. [56] presented an Equivalent 
Carrier Concept (ECC) where a band of sub-carriers consisting of contiguous sub- 
carriers, bearing the chips from same information symbol, form an equivalent sub- 
carrier. Later the authors have proposed an OFDM based bit loading and power 
allocation algorithm using ECC. Though BER performance showed improvements, a 
loss in adaptation gain with increase in channel delay spread is also observed. 
Authors of [57] have advocated the same ECC concept but with a slightly different 
definition. Their Equivalent Carrier consists of non-contiguous sub-carriers. However. 
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to work around the issue of loss in orthogonality as observed in the preceding chapters 
they propose to use Orthogonality Restoring Combining (ORC) at the receiver. In this 
way they managed to treat MC-CDMA system as an equivalent OFDM system so that 
existent methods of bit loading in OFDM can be applied in MC-CDMA as well. 
In [148] Masto et al. proposed an adaptive downlink modulation using OFDM and 
MC-CDMA for maximizing the system capacity and actualizing QoS control of future 
mobile communications. They divided each time frame into two sub-frames, one is for 
OFDM and the other is for MC-CDMA. The base station allocates a preferable scheme 
(MC-CDMA or OFDM) as well as suitable modulation index to each user per time slot 
in accordance with their service requirements and link conditions. This scheme is 
shown to outperform an OFDM or MC-CDMA system. 
6.3 Problem Identification 
The above review shows that time-frequency domain rate and power allocation has 
attracted a lot of interest from research community looking into link adaptation for 
multi-carrier systems. While this field appears to be quite mature for OFDM, only few 
attempts for MC-CDMA have so far been published. In an MC-CDMA system every 
information symbol is spread over a set of sub-carriers. Furthermore, in an attempt to 
absorb available frequency diversity to full extent, frequency interleaving is used as 
shown in Figure 2.8. This prohibits the rate adaptation on per sub-carrier basis, as done 
in other multi-carrier systems like OFDM or MC-DS-CDMA. Therefore, the joint rate 
and power allocation in MC-CDMA is complicated compared to other multicarrier 
systems. 
To solve this problem, authors of [56] established an equivalence between MC-CDMA 
and OFDM systems through their ECC, as thoroughly discussed in the preceding 
section. But. unfortunately, ECC suffers from loss in adaptation gain with increase in 
channel delay spread. Actually, this loss can again be attributed to the increased loss in 
multiuser orthogonality with increase in channel delay spread (as discussed in the last 
chapter) 
On the other hand authors of [57] proposed a slightly different form of ECC but to do 
so they to resort to ORC in order to overcome the loss in multi-user orthogonality. 
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However, ORC being a channel inversion technique is notorious for its noise 
enhancing characteristics especially for sub-carrier with poor health [134]. Therefore9 
problem of joint rate-power adaptation in MC-CDMA is still an open issue to be 
addressed. 
6.4 Joint Rate and Power Allocation over Time-Frequency 
The band based structure for MC-CDMA introduced in the preceding chapter is found 
to be inherently immune to problems faced by [56,57] and therefore, is a suitable 
candidate for joint rate and power allocation. Unlike ECC [56], in BB-MC-CDMA all 
of the sub-carriers in one band experience highly correlated fading. This on one side 
helps to establish the equivalence between BB-MC-CDMA and OFDMA boasted by 
ECC. While on the other hand, our proposed adaptive adjustments to the spreading 
factor of BB-MC-CDMA will overcome the loss in adaptation gain which ECC is 
suffering from. 
In addition to this, with the elimination of MAI (5.2), ORC is no longer an essential 
requirement of BB-MC-CDMA, as imposed by ECC[57]. Even MRC can be safely 
employed without any degradation in multi-user orthogonality. Therefore, this chapter 
exploits the inherent immunity of BB-MC-CDMA against the problems faced by 
[56,57] and proposes Joint Rate and Power Allocation over Time and Frequency 
(JRPATF) for BB-MC-CDMA. 
In short our approach differs from those already published in [56,57] in four ways; 
1. It advocates the dynamic adjustment of spreading factor in response to the change 
in scattering environment i. e. the delay spread of the channel which determines the 
coherence bandwidth of the channel. 
2. It ensures the multiuser orthogonality and hence enables the use of MRC, which 
otherwise is an optimal combining scheme for single user MC-CDMA [ 134]. 
3. It provides a highly flexible adaptive physical layer architecture, which can 
coincide with OFDMA for N=l (rich scattering medium) on one extreme and 
conventional MC-CDMA with N=Kmc (in situations with low delay spreads like 
indoors) on the other extreme. 
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6.4.1 System Model 
In this phase, some of the constraints like fixed data rate and fixed transmission power 
are relaxed. A more general case of link adaptation is studied, where multi user data 
rates and transmission power are allowed to vary both in temporal and spectral 
domains. Assuming these degrees of freedom and constraints, minimization of transmit 
power for a fixed target BER remains a fair optimization criterion for delay sensitive 
services. For this purpose same nomenclature is applied as was defined in the last 
chapter. For a quick recall, the matrices A(i) : -- tAjk(i)lAjk(i) E (0,01, Vj, k) and 
SU) ---= 
tSjk WI Sjk W (=- f0 J), V j, k) such that 
Sjk (i) -' 
1, Iljk(i) : 94- 0 10, 
oterwsie 
(6.1) 
represents the band power and band selection index respectively over ith OFDM frame 
whereas the suffixes j, k represent e band ofjhuser. The modulation index over each 
of these bands is represented by Q(i) = tqjk W Jqjk W [0,2,4p ... 1092 M1, V j, k) 
with 0 and M being the maximum power and modulation order allowed on a single 
band respectively. The BQI is the overall channel power gain Hj2k(i). It is defined in "'jk 
the last chapter and given again in following equation. 
- N-1 -2 
j 
H2 
k 
Hj, 
k, m 
W 
N --J 
- M=o 
(6.2) 
Where Hj, k, m 
is complex channel gain for j th user on m th sub-carrier in k 1h band. It is 
assumed that BQI is available from all downlink users at the base station. Since, BB- 
MC-CDMA ensures orthogonality among users, therefore, in the sequel only MRC 
combiner is assumed. 
On the basis of BQI, the link adaptation algorithm at the base station jointly computes 
the sub-carrier allocation, the bit-loading and power allocation matrices represented by 
S[J, K], Q[ I respectively. Based on Q and S the adaptive modulator 
loads 
jKj and A[jX 
the appropriate number of information bits on selected bands for respective users. The 
power amplifier then allocates the necessary power (A) for all users on the 
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corresponding bands such that promised QoS (BER in our case) can be realised. The 
JRPATF schematic for downlink transmitter is shown in Figure 6.1. 
6.4.2 Problem Formulation 
Let the vector tR, (i), R20) .... Rj(i)) represent the individual users data rate 
requirements such that R (i) = Zjj= Rj (i) is the total system throughput at any instant j1 
of time "i ". The optimization criterion chosen above can be readily translated into 
min 
Y, J-1 Y. K-1 
Ili k 
j=O k=O 
(6.3) 
Where, A(i) represents the total system power at ith frame. The system constrains can 
be written as follows: 
1. Individual user's rate requirement: 
K-1 
Rj (i) = 
lk=O 
qjk (0) Vi 
(6.4) 
where qjk c: f 0,2,4, ... q : -- 
1092 M) 
2. Multiple access constraint: it remains same as that of (5.9). However, for 
completeness; no more than N users can share the same band. 
J-1 
Sk(i) Sik(i): 5 N Vi, k ij=o (6.5) 
3. Fixed BER requirement: If the function f (P,, No, qjk) gives the signal power on a 
band with unit channel gain, single sided noise spectral density (N,, ) and bit- 
loading co-efficient qjk required for a BER (P, ). Then for a band with non unity 
channel gain Hj2k the required transmit power can be written as: " "I k 
llj kf 
(qjk) 
(6.6) 
Hj2k 
J-1 K- 1f (qjk) 
min 2 
(6.7) 
j qjkE[0,2,4 .... q) 
I 
j=0 
Y---k=o 
Hk 
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Figure 6.1 Downlink transmitter architecturefor JRPA TF in BB-MC-CDMA 
uenc 
However, because of the discrete nature of variables involved like qjk and Sjk, the 
optimization problem is still discrete and combinatorial in nature as was the case in 
pahse-1. Therefore, to make it more tractable following relaxations are assumed 
1. qjk is relaxed to assume any real value from closed interval [0, q] i. e. a continuous 
constellation size. 
2. Similarly, Sk can take any real value from closed interval [0,1] 17 i 
Though these assumptions are not very practical, they provide a convenient abstraction 
where the problem could readily be treated as continuous optimization problem which 
would be analytically more tractable. Furthermore, with the assumption of above 
relaxations,, optimization will be performed over larger set hence, the solution obtained 
will give the lower bound to A. After applying these relaxations, our problem 
transforms to: 
17 Fractional value 'ý' Of Sjk would necessarily mean afractional occupancy of the k'h band byj"' user. 
i. efor ýxTp time interval. This means we are relaxing our multiple access schemefrom strictly CDAIA 
to a hybrid of CDAIIA and TDAIIA. Where any number of users can be accommodated over each band - 
some in TDMA fashion and others in CDMA jashion- such that Sk Zj-=Ol Sjk M :5N Vi, k. 
j 
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min 
J-1 K-1 Sjkx f (qjk) Lý2 
qjk6[o, q] 
lj=O lk=O 
j (6.8) Hk 
Sjk'210,11 
subject to (6.5) and 
Rj = 
jK- lSjkqjkp 
Vi (6.9) 
--Jk=O 
6.4.3 The Solution 
A similar problem has been solved by many for OFDMA [43,149,150] where sub- 
carriers are exclusively assigned to only one user, which is not the case here, as any 
number of users can share a band as long condition (6.5) is satisfied. Our problem can 
be converted to a Convex Optimization (Appendix-A) problem through a simple 
change of variables 7-jk = Sjkqjk, which will render an handy framework of Lagrange 
Multipliers to find the solution. After performing the change of variables, the problem 
becomes: 
J-1 IK-1 S. 
min 
ajk f 
(rjk) 
rik6[0, qs] 
lj=O lk=O 
Hj2k Sjk 
Sj0-: 10,11 
Subject to following constraints. 
Rj- 
K-1 
r Vi 
k=O 
ik, 
Sk Sik :5N Vk 
J-1 Y--Ai=O 
Where, the Lagrangian. can be written as follows: 
J-1 K-1 Sik jk -1 
_ 
yK-1 
L=f 
(L) 
+ 
Ij 
aj 
(Rj 
_A 
rj k 
lj=O lk=O 
Hj2k Sik -., i=O , k=O 
+ 
K-1 
N- 
J-l 
Sjk) 
Y---'k=O YA 
j=o 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
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a and fl are the Lagrange Multipliers. This problem has been solved by [43] for 
OFDMA i. e. for N=1 , and the optimum solution (rj*k, sj*k) obtained is given below: 
ri k= Sj* f 1-1 (aý ki "lik) 
and 
and 
Where 
H2 jk 
aj, 
f '(q) 
j 
H2 
k 
2 
j (ajH k) < 0; 
0 :! ý f '-' (ajHj2k) :5 
1-1 (ajHj2k) 
*= 
oi, < 77jk (aj*) 
Si k 1, 
f 
flk ýý* ? 7jk (Cýj 
1 
-'(ajH 2- ajH 
2 1-1 (ajH 2 77jk (a) 2 
[f tf 
jk)) jkf jk)] 
j 
Hk 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
However, to fit the solution within scope of the problem and practical limitations, 
some changes are introduced and the relaxations (assumed above) are withdrawn as 
follows: to avoid the hybrid multiple access, it is proposed to allocate kh band to only 
N or fewer users with least values Of ? 7jk. Therefore, (6.16) changes to the following: 
"[NXK] arg least 77jk(aj*) Vj, k (6.18) N out of J 
j IE 12 
Sjk = 
11' 
Vk (6.19) 0, j 14 n 
Consequently, for any fixed vector aj, the constraint (6-11) might not fulfil. To meet 
any such situation an iterative search method was developed (illustrated through a flow 
chart in Figure 6.2) where value of aj is increased iteratively for each user until 
constraint (6.11) is met. This algorithm converges, since 77jk is a decreasing function of 
aj. Furthermore, to avoid the continuous constellation size, the iterative search method 
was used for band allocation purposes only; the bit loading is performed using single 
user Greedy bit-loading algorithm (Appendix-C) over the allocated bands. 
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3JxK 
aT,. 
. 
find oNxK US'ng (6,18) 
all N 
for same k inQNxK V 
Yes 
are orthogonal 
+ Yes 
OfthogonalizeQNxK 
Update S. JxK using (6.19) 
A 
rl. -I 
findj'= argmax(R. - 
Yrk 
i 11-n 
j 
Yes 
Update ýJxK using (6.14) 
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6.5 Performance Analysis 
Simulation parameters are kept generally the same as listed in Table 2-2. However, the 
changes are mentioned in Table 6-1. Since BRAN-E channel is used, spreading factor 
reduces to Nlh=4. Whereas, for baseband modulation, M-QAM is used with qjk 6 
t0j, 2,3,4). The closed form Of f(Pe, No, qjk) for the employed set of constellations is 
derived in Appendix-B and is given as 
(p f (P,, N, q 
No 
erf 
e)]2 (2 qjk (6.20) jk 
34 
To avoid the computation of erf -1 which involves an integral, an approximate 
polynomial to f was derived through Least Square Error (LSE) fitting which is shown 
for P, = 10-6 and N, = 0.1 in (6.20). 
30 
2 
ý 
"M 
In4 
cl 
Q 
DI 
f 
LsEfit = 0.042X4 _ 0.24x 
3+0.77X2_0.19X 
t 
f =O 17 
3_0 72 2 +1.5 _0 19 
ILSE 
.x. xx 
Pe 10-6 
/ 
No =O. 1 
f 
LSEfi t 
f 
LSEfit 
/ 
-J - 
0 23456 
x= rate [bits/symbol] 
Figure 63 Least square error approximation of energyfunction 
6.5.1 Demonstration of JRPATF 
To illustrate the functioning of joint rate and power adaptation, we have taken a 
snapshot at an instant "i". Figure 6.4a shows a histogram for the distribution of bit 
loads among different bands, whereas, Figure 6.4b shows a more comprehensive 
picture of distribution of bit load among bands for different active users. Figure 6.5 
illustrates how the orthogonality among users is observed during band allocation 
process. Every band is allocated to four or fewer users as the spreading factor was 
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four. The same picture is portrayed in more comprehensive fashion by Figure 6.6, 
where a snapshot of user wise distribution of bands with respective bit-loading index 
over each of the allocated bands is shown. It can be seen in this figure that none of the 
bands is shared by more than four users as the spreading factor used is four. 
Furthermore, since the users 1-4 are assigned orthogonal code and same codes are 
reused for users 5-8, the band allocation is exclusive for user pairs (1,5), (2,6), (3,7) 
and so on. 
250 
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cn 
150 
loo 
50 
0 
ISO 
100 
50 
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Bits Loading Index 
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BL=O 
BL=l 
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3456 
User Number 
Figure 6.4 A snapshot of bit-loading histogram 
(Users=8, BranE Channel, downlink, K=184, N=4, BL standsfor Bit Load) 
to 20 30 1 9j 160 170 18U 
Band Number 
Figure 6.5 Allocation of codes to different bands in an orthogonalfashion 
(Users =8, BranE Channel, downlink, K= 184, N=4, BL standsfor Bit Load) 
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6.5.2 BER Performance 
BER performance of JRPATF is compared against spectral domain power allocation 
and non-adaptive MC-CDMA, with and without frequency interleaving. Figure 6.7 
presents the BER versus SNR comparison, whereas Figure 6.8 shows the BER versus 
system loading at a constant SNR value. In higher SNR regions, results show a further 
improvement of around 2 dB for JRPATF as compared to BBFDPA studied in the last 
chapter. However, this gain reduces in lower SNR regions. 
However, being computationally extensive, the algorithm takes a longer time to 
converge. Therefore, in higher system loading condition (i. e. after 15 active users) it 
becomes necessary to increase the Lagrange Multiplier increment step size A to 1, 
which means that the results can further be improved at these system loads for 
JRPATF using longer simulation times. 
Table 6-1 Simulation Parameters 
No Parameter Symbol Value 
1. RF carrier ftequency fc 5 GHz 
2. User Rates Rj 46 bitslOFDM symbol 
3. Spreadingjactor N 4 
4. No. of modulated sub-carriers N, 736 
5. Number of FDAIIA bands K 184 
6 Doppler Frequency Shift fd 33.36 Hz 
7. 
Lagrange Multiplier 
Increment Step Size 
A .5 
8. Initial 
Thresholdfor 
Lagrange Multiplier ath 
I 
9. Baseband modulation index Adaptive QAM Q= (0,1,2,3,... 61 
10. Spreading Codes Hadamard Walsh 
IL Combining Techniques MRC 
12. Radio Channel BranE 
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Figure 6.7 BER versus SNR performance of JRPA TF 
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6.6 Computational Complexity of JRPATF 
Each iteration of the JRPATF algorithm requires K- sj inversions of a nonlinear 
function f and sj +I evaluations of f (. ) and where sj is the number of 
subcarriers that is assigned to the j" user being evaluated in that iteration. While these 
function evaluations may be performed using table lookup, the number of iterations of 
the algorithm can grow large particularly as the number of users increases and as the 
user's powers become relatively unbalanced. The worst case cost of each iteration is 
0 (K), but the number of iterations is much greater than both J and K. 
6.7 Summary 
In last chapter we studied the problem of frequency domain power allocation under 
constraints of: 1) constant transmission power over time, 2) fixed user data rate and 3) 
fixed bit loading over each selected band of subcarriers. However, this chapter 
considers a more general case where all three constraints of last chapter have been 
relaxed. In this regard, a survey of relevant and contemporary literature was conducted. 
In the light of this survey, rate adaptation in MC-CDMA is found to be a tricky 
business. Unlike OFDM or MC-DS-CDMA, it cannot be performed on per sub-carrier 
basis. Although, some proposals have been published to solve this issue e. g. an 
Equivalent Carrier Concept (ECC) has been introduced in [56] and a slightly different 
version of it in [57]. However, ECC is found to suffer from loss in adaptation gain with 
increase in channel delay spread. Whereas, the other solution [57] essentially requires 
ORC as combining technique, which is notorious for its noise enhancement features. 
It is found that the BB-MC-CDMA introduced in the last chapter as an inherently 
suitable architecture to overcome the limitations of ECC, highlighted above. Hence, 
JRPATF framework based on BB-MC-CDMA has been presented, which provides a 
comprehensive link adaptation solution for MC-CDMA, where both rate and power 
can be adapted over time and frequency. JRPATF minimizes the transmit power under 
a constant QoS requirement. In higher SNR regions, an improvement of around 2dB 
is 
observed for JRPATF compared to BBFDPA. However, this gain reduces 
in lower 
SNR regions. 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
In this thesis, link adaptation has been studied for MC-CDMA radio interface with an 
overall aim to develop a practically realizable, robust to radio environment and 
comprehensive link adaptation strategy. More precisely, a link adaptation scheme that 
can jointly adapt the rate and power, over tempro-spectral domain, taking into account 
the MAI limited nature of MC-CDMA. Specific objectives of this study were to 1) 
develop a time domain power allocation algorithm that performs closer to ECPC, but 
requires practically feasible signalling bandwidth; 2) develop a frequency domain 
power allocation algorithm taking into account the MAI limited nature of MC-CDMA; 
3) investigate the underlying dependence of frequency domain power allocation over 
the delay spread of channel, eventually, to come up with a frequency domain power 
allocation strategy that is robust to radio propagation environment; 4) come up with a 
joint rate and power adaptation strategy that can eliminate the requirement for any 
specific combining technique as required by some prevalent approaches. 
This study has relied upon the simulation results supported by theoretical formulations 
and relevant references to peer-reviewed literature, wherever deemed necessary. For 
simulation purposes, a MC-CDMA link level simulator was developed, which is 
referred as MCLinkSim in this thesis. Design specifications for MCLinkSim were 
adopted from MATRICE; an IST-EC project. The premises of this study were 
restricted to adaptation of rate and power only. 
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7.1 Conclusions 
The main findings of this study can be surnmarised as follows: 
Firstly, it has been observed that the frequency interleaving improves BER 
performance of non-adaptive MC-CDMA. This is observed when the coherence 
bandwidth of channel is larger than bandwidth occupied by the band of sub-carriers 
bearing same information symbol. The above performance improvement is observed 
for MRC and EGC only, whereas performance with ORC remains almost unaffected 
with or without interleaving. 
Secondly, the non-coherent SIR estimator is found to be sensitive to the mobile speed 
when MRC or EGC is used as combining technique. The level of sensitivity is found to 
be dependent upon combining technique. For MRC it is highest, whereas for ORC it is 
completely eliminated. The underlying reason was discovered to be the saturation of 
non-coherent interference estimator, once the variance of channel gains becomes 
comparable with the variance of interference over the length of estimation window. 
Beyond this point, any further decrease in the variance of interference is not reflected 
in the total interference estimate. This asks for adaptive reduction in length of 
estimation window according to the coherence time of channel, which reduces with 
increase in mobile speed. However, this may affect the reliability of non-coherent 
signal power estimator, which requires larger estimation window size to average-out 
the noise and interference added to desired signal. 
Thirdly, the proposal for the Band Based Power Control (BBPC) concept in MC- 
CDMA has been found to be effective as well as efficient from Signalling Bandwidth 
Requirement (SBR) point of view. It performs very close to ECPC [39,401, but reduces 
the SBR by spreading factor. ECPC asks for power control based on each sub-carrier 
independently, whereas BBPC controls power based on a band of sub-carriers lying 
within the coherence bandwidth of the channel. The SBR for BBPC came out to be 
2.5% as compared to 80% for ECPC in a typical radio channel. Furthermore, EGC was 
found to be the most suitable combining technique in the presence of BBPC; as MRC 
results in higher standard deviation of power control error. 
Fourthly, with reference to Frequency Domain Power Allocation (FDPA) 
in MC- 
CDMA; most of the published literature suggests to exploit the Code Division 
Multiple 
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Access nature of the system. The majority of the authors have proposed carrier based 
Water-filling like power allocation (CBPA) solutions. CBPA was originally deriNýed 
for MAI free multi-carrier systems like OFDM and later on extended to MC-DS- 
CDMA. In MC-DS-CDMA, every sub-carrier bears a different information symbol 
and MAI is not affected by the frequency selectivity of the channel, as every sub- 
carrier undergoes a flat fading. However, unlike OFDMA and MC-DS-CDMA; MC- 
CDMA is found to have a strong dependence of MAI upon the frequency selectivity of 
the channel [139]. Therefore, the usefulness of CBPA solutions is found to be limited 
only to partial loading conditions in MC-CDMA as it causes an excessive loss to 
multi-user orthogonality in MC-CDMA. 
This work has proposed and validated BBFDPA scheme, which not only perform 
frequency domain power allocation but also lead to BB-MC-CDMA adaptive air- 
interface. BB-MC-CDMA preserves orthogonality among users and keeps MAI to its 
statistical minimum by intelligently reducing its spreading factor in accordance with 
delay spread of radio channel. It divides the available transmission bandwidth (Af x 
N, J into K smaller bands with N adjacent sub-carriers in each band such that 1 !! ý N< 
Kmc as well as Af xN << Bc. BBFDPA performs power allocation over bands of BB- 
MC-CDMA rather than sub-carriers as was the case in CBPA. BBFDPA is shown to 
outperform the existing CBPA schemes and maintains a single user BER performance 
until a system loading of 62%, beyond which it undergoes a graceful degradation. 
Fifthly, though the optimum value of spreading factor N in BB-MC-CDMA (which 
minimizes BER in the given scenario) is found to be I for all channel realizations, 
which promotes adaptive OFDMA as a better candidate rather than MC-CDMA as 
long as CSI is known at transmitter. However, spread spectrum nature of BB-MC- 
CDMA architecture will be advantageous to suppress Other Cell Interference (OCI) in 
multi-cell scenario. This argument derives strength from recent investigation of Bauer 
et. al [151] conducted through 4MORE [152] platform. Bauer has concluded that 
coded MC-CDMA gives better throughput as compared to coded OFDM in the outer 
cell region, which is dominated by OCI. Moreover, it will also be helpful 
for narrow- 
band interference rejection, especially in highly loaded system where freedom to 
manoeuvre around jammed sub-carriers will be lesser. Therefore, we can safely opt 
for 
adaptive BB-MC-CDMA which gives a BER performance closer to adaptive 
OFDMA 
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and do not completely strip-off the system robustness against any possible 
interference. 
Finally, the BB-MC-CDMA architecture is found to be inherently suitable for rate 
adaptation as well. Rate adaptation in MC-CDMA otherwise, had been recognised as a 
tricky business and different Equivalent Carrier Concepts (ECC) had been proposed 
[56,57] to solve this issue. However, ECC [56] is found to suffer from loss in 
adaptation gain with increase in channel delay spread, whereas a slightly different 
version of ECC presented in [57] essentially requires ORC as combining technique, 
which is notorious for its noise enhancement characteristics. Therefore, JRPATF 
framework based on BB-MC-CDMA was presented, which overcomes the limitations 
of ECC and provides a comprehensive link adaptation solution for MC-CDMA. It 
adapts both rate and power over time and frequency. JRPATF minimizes the transmit 
power under a constant QoS requirement. In the higher SNR regions, an improvement 
of around 2dB for JRPATF is observed compared to BBFDPA. However, this gain 
reduces in lower SNR regions. 
0 7.2 Implications of Research 
Firstly, in this study, the system specifications were adopted from the MATRICE 
project, and the same radio channel environment (BRAN-E) is used for simulation 
purposes. Therefore, the outcome of this study can be directly used to complement the 
work carried out in MATRICE. This is especially useful as MATRICE has not 
investigated the link adaptation for MC-CDMA. Furthermore, this study being based 
on MC-CDMA radio interface comes into line with few other IST-EC projects as well, 
which are looking into MC-CDMA as a potential candidate for 4G radio interface. 
This includes 4MORE [152] and WINNER [153] etc. Therefore, the findings of this 
study are timely and relevant to the contemporary research being carried out towards 
4G systems. 
Secondly, the outcomes of this work and proposal for adaptive BB-MC-CDMA 
architecture have a strong relevance with few other non-adaptive proposals recently 
published to counter the MAI problem in MC-CDMA. 
This is explained as follows: 
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a) In [154], Wu et al. have recognised the issue of MAI in MC-CDMA and had 
proposed to divide the whole bandwidth into multiple bands each shared by only 
fewer users in MC-CDMA fashion, which they named as FD-MC-CDMA 
(Frequency Division Multicarrier CDMA). However, as they do not consider any 
CSI at transmitter, therefore, they resorted to use inter-band frequency interleaving 
and proposed to use the interference canceller within each band at the receiver. 
b) In [155-157], C. Xiaodong et al. have proposed a structure very similar to FD-MC- 
CDMA, but they call it GO-MC-CDMA (Group Orthogonal Multicarrier CDMA), 
as they uniformly distribute users over different orthogonal user groups, each 
group uses one of the FDMA bands with MUD employed at receiver. This reduces 
MUD complexity and improves MUD performance. 
Whereas BB-MC-CDMA eliminates any need for interference cancellation or MUD to 
be performed at the receiver, as it preserves the multiuser orthogonality. 
Thirdly, the proposed BB-MC-CDMA architecture implies the following: 
a) In FDD systems, it appreciably reduces the signalling bandwidth requirement and 
hence can be generalised to other multicarrier systems as well, like OFDM, 
OFDMA and MC-DS-CDMA etc 
b) It provides a highly flexible and scalable architecture for an adaptive air-interface, 
which on one extreme coincides with OFDMA for N=l (for rich scattering 
medium) and on other with MC-CDMA for N=Kmc (in situations with low delay 
spreads like indoors). Therefore it is highly suitable for 4G vision of a scalable 
physical layer and integrated system, offering all services, all the time to multiple 
classes of terminals. 
c) It eliminates the need for any frequency interleaving/de-interleaving and hence 
simplifies the transceiver architecture. 
d) It overcomes issues of loss in multi-user orthogonality caused due to CBPA and 
frequency selectivity of radio channel in MC-CDMA systems. 
e) It provides architecture, which is inherently suitable for joint rate and power 
adoptions in MC-CDMA and is robust to radio scattering. Moreover, it provides a 
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much better alternative to ECC concept floated in [56] and [57] for rate adaptation 
in MC-CDMA, which essentially requires ORC as a combining technique. 
Fourthly, this study supplements a very recent study conducted in [158], where Kaiser 
et al. have explored the link adaptation in MC-CDMA by assuming a perfect CSI at the 
transmitter only and CSI at both transmitter and receiver. However, they have focused 
on investigation of different pre-equalized combining techniques only, with no overlap 
with the premises of this study. 
Finally, the MC-CDMA link layer simulator (MCLinkSim) developed during this 
study is general enough that it can be used for other research areas in MC-CDMA. 
7.3 Future Work 
The following areas are identified where this work can be improved further; 
Firstly, the optimization criteria chosen for link adaptation purposes in this study 
encompass the delay sensitive services only. However, the importance of delay 
tolerant services in 4G systems cannot be denied either. Especially, when a growing 
interest is observed in web-browsing, music downloads and file transfer through 
mobile terminals. Therefore, this study must also be extended to include the delay 
tolerant services where usually the maximization of system throughput is of more 
interest subject to different systems constraints as detailed in section 3.2.1 
Secondly, the study in this thesis was confined to adaptation of rate and power only. 
However, the degrees of freedom should further be extended to include adaptation of 
coding techniques as well as coding rates; as adaptive coding has shown potential 
gains for other systems. 
Thirdly, we have considered only a single cell scenario; therefore, the BB-MC-CDMA 
robustness to other cell interference as compared to OFDMA does not become clear. 
Hence, this study should be expanded to include the other cell interferences as well. 
Fourthly, we have simulated the downlink only owing to limitation of time, though, 
provisions were developed in MCLinkSim to simulate uplink as well. 
In order to 
validate adaptive BB-MC-CDMA as potential air interface 
for 4G, the uplink studies 
are also important. 
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Fifthly, the link adaptive techniques reduce the receiver complexity but at the cost of 
increased SBR in FDD systems. However, the link adaptation combined with different 
receiver optimization techniques like received beam-forming, interference cancelation 
and multiuser detection can reduce the signalling bandwidth requirements with slight 
increase in the receiver complexity. Hence, this work can be further extended to 
include beam-forming, interference cancellation techniques at the receiver. 
Finally, the demonstrated worth of MIMO systems as well as relaying networks 
requires expansion of this study to include the relaying stations and MC-CDMA 
transceivers equipped with multiple antennas. 
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Appýej nfdice--, 
ýs. 
A. Convex Optimization 
Convex optimization refers to the minimization of a convex objective function subject 
to convex constraints. Convex optimization techniques are important in many 
engineering application including filed of wireless communication because a local 
optimum is also a global optimum in a convex problem and a rigorous optimality 
condition and a duality theory exist to verify the optimal solution [144,159]. 
Consequently, when a design problem is cast into a convex form, the structure of the 
optimal solution, can often be identified. Furthermore, powerful numerical algorithms 
exist to solve for the optimal solution of convex problems efficiently. Therefore, the 
dividing line between the "easy" and "difficult" problems in optimization is not 
linearity, it is convexity. Convex optimization problems are the largest subclass of 
optimization problems which are efficiently solvable, whereas non-convex 
optimization problems are generally difficult. 
A. 1 Basic Terminology 
However before going any further it seems appropriate to define the relevant 
terminology to be used later in this appendix. 
A. 1.1 Convex Set 
A set S9 R' is said to be convex if for any two points x, yCS, the line segment 
joining the x and y also lies in S. Mathematically, it can be written as: 
ox + (i - O)y G S, VO c [0,1] and x, yES 
(A. 1) 
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A. 1.2 Convex Function 
Af (x): Rn ---) R is said to be convex if for any two pint x, yE Rn 
(Ox + (1 - O)y) :5 Of (X) + (1 - 0)f (Y), vo E 10,11 (A. 2) 
There are many examples of convex functions, including the commonly seen 
univariate functions Ix1, e x, x2. We sayf is concave if -f is convex. Iff is continuously 
differentiable, then the convexity off is equivalent to 
f (y) ýf (X) + 7f (X) T (y - X), 'VX, y Ei Rn (A. 3) 
Furthermore, if is twice continuously differentiable, then the convexity is equivalent to 
the positive semi-definiteness of its Hessian: V'f (x) >, - 0 Vx E RI. The most 
important property about convex functions is the fact that they are closed under 
summation, positive scaling, and the pointwise maximum operations. A notable 
connection between convex set and convex function is the fact that the level sets 18 of 
any convex function are always convex. 
A. 2 Convex Optimization Problem 
Consider a generic optimization problem: 
minimize fo (x) 
subj ect to fi (x) :50, i=1,2 
hj (x) = 0, j=1,2 ... ... .. 
E 
(A. 4) 
th Ir Where fo is called the objective function or cost function, ffi)'ill and j j=Jare the 
inequality and equality constraint functions respectively and S is called the constraint 
set. The optimization variable xE R' is said to be feasible is xES and it satisfy all 
18 The level set of a differentiable function f: R' -+ R corresponding to a real value c 
is the set ofpoints 
[(Xly X2P ... ... xn) E Rn: 
f (X1 
ý 
X2) 
... ... . Xn) = c). 
For example the level set of the function 
2+ X2 + X2 f (X1) X2 ? 
X3) -'-ý X1 23 corresponding to c is the sphere with radius Nrc and center at origin. 
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the equality and inequality constraints. A feasible solution x* is said to be globally 
optimal if fo (x *) :! ý fo (x) for all feasible x. In contrast, a feasible vector 5c- is said to be 
locally optimal if there exists some E>0 such that fo (, T) fo (x) for all feasible x 
satisfying Jjx - 5cli :! ý E. The optimization problem described above is called convex if 
1) the functions fi (i = 0,1,2, m) are convex, 2) hj (x) are affine functions 19 and 3) 
the set S is convex. 
A. 3 Lagrangian Duality 
A. 3.1 The Lagrangian 
We consider the optimization problem (A. 4) and denote the optimal value by p*. We 
don not require (A. 4) to be convex for the time being. We define the Lagrangian L 
associated with the problem (A. 4) as 
L(x, A, v) = fo(x) 
Y. 
Ilifi 
i=l 
vihi(x) (A. 5) 
The basic idea of Lagrange duality is to take the constraints in the problem into 
account by augmenting the objective function with a weighted sum of the constrained 
function and solve the dual problem as an unconstrained version of the original (primal 
problem). The vectors A and v are called the dual variables or the Lagrange Multiplier 
vectors. 
A. 3.2 The Lagrangian Dual Function and Lower Bounds on Optimum 
The so called Lagrangian Dual function is defined as 
9 (Ä, v) := min L (x, Ä, v) 
xES 
(A. 6) 
Notice that it is always concave, as it the point minimum of a family of linear 
functions in (A, v) [ 15 9]. Therefore, we can say that (A, v) is dual feasible if A . -: f 0 and 
19 Affinefunctions represent vector-valuedfunctions of theform f (xj, .... x,, 
) = Alxl,.... A., x, + b. In 
geometry, an affine transformation or affine map between two vector spaces consists of a linear 
transformation followed by a translation. 
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g (A, v) is finite. The dual function yields the lower bounds on the optimal value p* 
primal problem, as for any A ý! 0 and any v we have 
g(, v) ýp (A. 7) 
which can be very easily proved [ 144]. Thus we have a lower bound that depends upon 
some parameters A, v. A natural question is: What is the best lower bound that can be 
obtained from the Lagrange dual function? This leads to the optimization problem 
called Lagrange dual problem. 
A. 3.2 The Lagrangian Dual Problem 
The Lagrange dual optimization problem now becomes: 
maximize g (A, v) 
subject to A>0 
(A. 8) 
The Lagrange dual problem (A. 8) is a convex optimization problem, since the 
objective function to be optimized is concave subject to convex constraint. This is the 
whether or not the primal problem is convex. 
A. 3.2.1 Weak Duality 
If we denote the optimal value of Lagrange dual problem by d*, then by definition of 
the Lagrange dual function, d* is the best lower bound on p*. In particular, we have 
the simple but a very important inequality as given below, which holds even if the 
primal problem is not convex. This is called week duality. 
< p* (A. 9) 
The difference d*- p* is called the optimal duality gap. 
A. 3.2.1 Strong Duality 
If the equality d* = p* holds, i. e. the optimal duality gap is zero, strong duality is said 
to exist. Strong duality does not in general holds, But if the primal problem is convex, 
we usually (not always) have the strong duality. 
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A. 4 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Condition 
Now let us assume that the function fi(x) !! ý O, i = 1,2 ... .... -m and hj(x) :5 Oj = 
1,2 ... ... .. r are differentiable, but need not to be necessarily convex. 
A. 4.1 KKT for non-convex Problem 
Let x* and (A*, v*) be any primal and dual optimal points with zero duality gap. Since 
x* minimizes L(x, A*, v*) over x, it follows that its gradient must vanish at x* i. e. 
Vf 0 
(X) + Eýn 
1=1, A*iVfi 
W) + Ejý=, vi*Vhi (x*) =O (A. 10) 
Thus we have 
fj(x*): 5- 0i=1 
hj(x*) = 
(A. 11) 
> 
=0 
i=1 
i=1 
Which are called Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. To summarize, for any 
optimization problem with differentiable objective and constraint functions for which 
strong duality obtains, any pair of primal and dual optimal points must satisfy the KKT 
conditions (A. 11) 
A. 4.1 KKT for convex Problem 
When the primal problem is convex, the KKT conditions are also sufficient for the 
points to be primal and dual optimal. In other words, if fi are convex and hj are affine 
and jý, (ý, V) are any points that satisfy the KKT conditions (A. 11) then jý, (A, -P) are 
primal and dual optimal with zero duality gap. Proof is simple and can be consulted in 
[144] 
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Closed Form Formulation for 
Energy Function 
For MQAM symbols the bit-error probability is bounded above by the symbol error 
probability which is closely approximated by [ 160] as follows: 
Pe =4 erf 
d2 
2No 
Where d is the minimum distance between the constellation alphabets, No is the single 
sided noise density and erf(x) is the well know error function given by 
c" 
_t2 
erf (x) 
feT 
dt 27r 
x 
Since, the average energy of MQAM symbol with square constellation such that M 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
q 
qe can be written as follows: 
(2 q- 1)d (7.14) 
6 
Therefore, it follows that the required power to carry a MQAM symbol with q bits 
under bit-error probability of P, can be obtained by using (7.14) in (7.12) and is given 
by (7.15) 
( Pe 2q N 
f (P,,, N, q) =30 
[erf 
4 
(2 (7.15) 
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C, Single User Greedy Bit Allocation 
Let Q(i) = tqjk 
(0 1 qjk W [0,1,2,3, M1, V j, k) and A(i) = 
t11jk(0111jk(0 6 
[0,0], V j, k) represent the modulation index and band power respectively with 0 and M 
being the maximum power and modulation order allowed on a single band. If energy 
required to transmit the qjk bits over k Ih band by j1h user is f (qjk) with a constant 
probability of error. Then the optimal bit allocation which minimizes the transmit 
power has been found [43] to be Greedy bit allocation scheme and is explained 
through following flow chart. 
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Figure CI Single user greedy bit allocation algorithm 
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